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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
I,'1971

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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Mrs. Edison Miller of Highway 94 East, Murray route
three, calls to say that her
orange tree has a big orange on
it. The tree is in an old wash
kettle and in the spring she
moves it out into the yard and in
the fall back into the house. This
is the first time the tree has had
fruit on it. This one was a dandy
measuring 9 inches around.
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The sample ballot is being
printed today on an inside page.

Tom of Tom's Pizza Palace in
the other day and we tell him
about the pizza we ate in Italy.
He wanted to know if they are
better then the ones he makes
and we assured him they are
not. Tom makes a good pizza.
Gov. Louie Nunn in yesterday. A personable man.
Thanks to Jack Jones for the
editorial clipped from a
publication. The writer pointed
out that Viet Cong had committed far more atrocities than
anyone else, yet
bleeding
hearts give them little or no
notice, concentrating on the
alleged atrocities committed by
Americans..
Hardwood trees are trees,
which for the most part, have
broad leaves that are usually
shed in autumn.
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Softwoods are cone-bearing
trees. They usually keep their
leaves or needles, the year
round, and are popularly called
evergreens.
However if you run into one of
them while mowing they all
seem to be rather hard.
Having been addicted to a
good breakfast for a number of
years, we find it difficult to give
it up. Lost two pounds already.
Billisiktd. has lost 54 pounds.
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In Our 93rd Year

Two Persons Are
Reported Injured

ences to be hammered out,"
Agnew said. "The negotiations
are encouraging."
However, North Vietnam's
Oct. 31 deadline for signing has
passed and Hanoi has yet to
say publicly when envoy Le
Duc Tho might meet with Kissinger again. And U.S. officials
hint Kissinger may have to
travel to Saigon once more as
well as to Paris before everything is wrapped up.
It thus is becoming increasingly unlikely that a peace will
be
signed
before
next
Tuesday's U.S. elections. And
after that, whatever pre-election pressure existed for a signing will have passed.
China's Premier Chou En-lai
voiced hope Wednesday for a
settlement in a few days, but
said the news "is not so good."
He said he has been in contact
with Washington and Hanoi.
Chou said South Vietnam's
President Nguyen Van Thieu
had objected to seven of the
rtiriepotrits-in-lhe -pesos
worked on. by Kissinger and
Duc Tho.

Two persons,--nyured_ia_siCz
cidents, were treated at the.
emergency room of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital on
Wednesday.
Mae Cope, age 28, of Hardin (Continued on Page Sixteen)
Route One, was treated at 3:55
p.m. She sustained a concussion
and an injury of the neck, according to hospital offfcials who
said she was treated and
released.
Rick Latimer, age 18, of 1705
Miller Avenue, Murray, was
examined at the emergency
room at eleven p.m., but was
released.
Lieutenant Governor Julian
Both persons were reported Carroll, a native of Paducah,
injured in automobile ac- will be in Murray Saturday
cidents.
morning
on behalf of the
Democratic campaign.
Carroll will arrive by
helicopter at 10:15 a.m. behind
the Democratic Headquarters
on Chestnut Street. Other state
dignitaries will accompany
Carroll on his 30 minute stop in
The Kirksey United Methodist Murray.
Carroll will be speaking on
Church will hold its annual
homecoming at the church behalf of the entire Democratic
slate.
Sunday, November 5.
At noon on Saturday, a
Rev. Orville Easley., former
pastor of the church, will speak motorcade will leave the
at the eleven o'clock services headquarters and will be
and lunch will follow in the traveling throughout the
county. Although no set
social hall of the church.
The afternoon program will scheduled for arrival in the
get underway at 1:30 and will be different communities is
devoted to singing. Featured available, the motorcade will be
group for the event will be the passing through Hazel, New
New Kentuckians of Paducah. Concord, Kirksey, Stella,
Bettie Smith, formerly of Coldwater, Alm°, Dexter,
Kirksey, is pianist for the Faxon, Lynn Grove and
Providence.
group.
Anyone wishing to be in the
Rev. John Jones, pastor of the
church, said he expected a motorcade is urged to be at the
large crowd and extended a Democratic Headquarters at
cordial invitation to everyone. 11:45 am Saturday morning.

Carroll To
Campaign Here
On Saturday

Kirksey Chur'ch
Plans Services

(Continued on Page Sixteen)
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Jackson Purchase
Fair and mild today, clear
and cold tonight, cooler Friday.
High today 64 to 68. Lows
tonight lower 40s. Highs Friday
upper 50s.
Winds, southwesterly 12 to 18
miles per hour occasionally
gusty today.
Outlook for Saturday, partly
cloudy and mild.
Probabilities of measurable
precipitation, near zero per
cent today, tonight and Friday.
Extended Outlook Saturday
through Monday
Partly cloudy skies with mild
days and cool nights. Highs in
the mid 60s. Lows in the low to
mid 40s. Lexington Metropolitan Forecast
few
Showers
a
and
thundershowers today. Decreasing cloudiness and colder
tonight. Partly cloudy and cool
Friday. High today near 70.
Low tonight low 40s. High Friday, near 60. Winds southwesterly 12-15 miles per hour
and gusty today.
Outlook: partly cloudy and
cool Saturday.
The probability of measurable precipitation is 60 per cent
today: 10 per cent tonight: and
5 per cent Friday.

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, November 2, 1972
•••

Difficulties Cast
Uncertainties Over
Date Of Final Peace
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OPLE is good
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WASHINGTON (AP) — One
week after Henry A. Kissinger's word that "peace is at
hand" for Vietnam, still-unresolved difficulties are casting
an aura of uncertainty over
just when a final agreement
might be reached.
Last Thursday the presidential adviser said peace is within
reach in -weeks or less" and a
final negotiating session with
Question:How many bubbles North Vietnam should take "no
are there in a har of soap?
more than three or four days."
Answer: None. Unless you
Vice President Spiro T. Agadd water.
new maintained the administration's confident attitude
Mother Nature whipped up a Wednesday, while not giving a
wind yesterday and cleaned the specific timetable, in talking
leaves from the driveway. We with newsmen at San Diego,
came within a hair's breadth of Calif..
"I think there will be a signcleaning them off ourselves.
ing, althOugh there are differ-

Bill Vaughn says "It's been
definitely proved that a college
education can add thousands of •
dollars to a man's lifetime income, which he then spends on
sending his son to college."
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Families Here
Smaller Than
U.S. Average

•e*

Are Calloway County families there were 303 persons per 100
getting larger or smaller in households in the area, as
size? How big is the average against the 274 now.
Although there has been no
local family compared with
those in other parts of the net population growth in the
United States for six months, it
country?
The questions come to the doesn't mean that it will stay
fore at this time because of that way, it is pointed out.
A constant population conrecent government reports
showing that a population dition cannot be assured until
milestone has been reached in the 2.1 rate has been in effect for
about 70 years. That is because
the United States.
For the first time in history, a the number of children born
zero population growth has been depends upon the number of
women of child-bearing age,
recorded.
Specifically, according to the which is due to grow for some
Census Bureau, for a period of time because of the large
six months the nation has number of girls approaching
merely sustained itself in maturity. Until the base beregard to population. In other comes constant, the population
NUNN VISITS HERE-Senatorial candidate Louie Nunn, made a campaign stop at the Calloway
words,the number of births was • will rise.
County Courthouse during his visit here Wednesday Nunn's stop in Murray was part of a swing
As for the concern about
approximately equal to the
through several West Kentucky communities.
population growth, ecologists
number of deaths. •
(Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
To maintain that replacement and others contend that air
rate continuously would mean pollution, water pollution, the
that the number of children piling up of waste products and
•Afeirt-tOrn would average ,no more improper - environment
- — than *2.13 per Couple. That ; is generally are the by-products of,
considerably below the normal overcrowding_
rate. It has been running at
about 3.1 per couple Tor years.
In Calloway County, on the
opponent Dee Huddleston. He terstate Highway program, Mr. basis of the latest Census
Former Governor Louie Nunn
said that Mr. Huddleston cannot Nunn said that it must be Bureau reports, families are
was a visitor in Murray
accept the philosophy of Mr. continued toward completion. relatively small,- reflecting the
yesterday on behalf of his
McGovern, yet he is running on He pointed out that such high- size of the local birth rate. Thee
The Women of the Moo-s&' of
candidacy for the United States the Democrat
party platform. ways open all areas of the average is 274 persons per 100 the Murray Moose Lodge will
Senate. Governor Nunn is He charged
that Huddleston nation and that he would press households.
sponsor a chicken and ham
seeking the post of Senator John was running
a campaign of for completion in Kentucky so
In other parts of the United buffet dinner at the Murray
Sherman Cooper who is not deception.
On such things as the that it would compare favorably States, by way of comparison, Lodge, Saturday, at 6:30 p.m.
seeking re-election.
sales tax, he said, the four cent with the other states of the the average is 311 per 100 The cost of the meal will be $1.00
He told the Ledger and Times tax was inaugurated during a nation.
households. Throughout the per person for all you can eat.
yesterday that basically his Democrat governor's tenure.
State
of Kentucky it is 317 per
A dance by The Gems will be
While
Ledger
in
the
and
philosophy is the same as that of He(Nunn)did add the one cent,
held after the dinner.
President Nixon. He said that he said. He said that while Times office, Mr. Nunn called 100.
The figures show that
All members and their wives
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Beach of
he concurred with Presider
Huddleston was in the Kentucky
families
are
in
the
local
area
cordially invited to attend
are
congratulate
to
them
Kirksey
Nixon in his philosophy con- General Assembly he never
cerning the war in Viet Nam, introduced a bill to reduce or on their 67th wedding an- somewhat smaller than they the dinner and dance, a
were a decade or so ago. In 1960 spokesman said.
niversary.
amnesty towards those who fled eliminate the sales tax.
the United States to keep from
A group of aides accompanied
He predicted a Kentucky
entering the U.S. armed forces, victory for Mr. Nixon of 200,000 Mr. Nunn as he visited various
and in other policies both margin.
parts ot the-city, business area
domestic and foreign.
In commenting on the In- and the university area.
Mr. Nunn said that he plaueed
to follow in Senator Cooper's
_Pic.... Western Kentucky
footsteps as far as protection of
Baptist Preachers' Conferistitil—
the tobacco farmer is conwill be held Monday, November
cerned. He said that Senator
6, at ten a.m, at the MidCooper had a long record of
Continent Baptist Bible College,
protection for the tobacco inMayfield.
terests in the state because it
Bro. Gifford Walters of
The 1972 fund-raising Victory
remains as one of the big money
Monticellow will be the prin- Campaign by the Calloway
crops for Kentucky farmers.
cipal speaker. He has been County Arthritis Committee
"The Democrats are trying to
associational missionary for which endecteecently, exceeded
keep McGovern from coming
many years with wide ex- its goal of $2300, setting a new
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — poked barbs at his Republican
to Kentucky," Mr. Nunn conperience among the Mountain record of $2870 in ctonributions,
tinued. "The way I see it, if. Troubled by II head -Cold, opponent Louie B. Nunn.
Baptist Mission work in eastern according to Mrs. Gerry
Huddleston again referred to Kentucky.
McGovern is not good enough to. Democratic senatorial nominee
Requarth and Mrs Fred
come to Kentucky,then he is not Walter "Dee" Huddleston can- Nunn as the "super-taxer and
Gardner, co-chairman.
celled
a
news
conference
today
super-promise-breaker"
and
good enough to be the president
"We never could have done it
but expected to complete his said that Nunn's campaign is
of the United States."
without the dozens of dedicated
In commenting on Federal engagements in Western Ken- "on the rocks."
volunteers who did the legBoth Huddleston and Gov.
Revenue sharing, Mr. Nunn tucky.
work. And we never could have
He
left
here
for
Owensboro Wendell Ford made an issue of
intimated that it was all right
done it without the warthe failure of two Louisville
for a short period, but as a and surrounding communities.
mhearted response of the
Some 15,000 people—ranging savings and loan associations,
regular program, he was in
people of Calloway County.,"
opposition. It would be much from hardrock political backers blaming them on Nunn's adMrs. Requarth said today.
imbibed
the
who
on
governor
those
ministration
as
with
to
tax
better for local people to
Jerry Maupin, Conservation
"Speaking for the Kentucky
auditofailure to oversee state banking Officer in Law Enforcement,
themselves than for the Federal free beer—jammed an
chapter, our deepest thanks to
government to tax them then rium in Louisville Wednesday laws.
said he had been instructed by
"I know there are 22,000 Ken- state officials at a meeting on all who helped. It's been a
return some of the money to night to cheer Huddleston as he
wonderful experience to be part
tuckians—most of them Louis- Tuesday to strictly enforce
them. Local people know what
the of the Arthritis Victory Camvillians—who understand what rules, "All gun hunters
they need much better than the
must
I'm talking about because their wear some visible article of paign and see our efforts carry
Federal government, he conlife's savings arein jeopardy," orange, yellow or red clothing us over the top and beyond our
tinued, and are in a better
goal," the co-chairman said.
Huddleston said.
position to know their tax
as a safety factor," and "all
Eighty per cent of funds
Ford
Nunn
noted
had
that
potential.
persons under 18 years of age contributed to the Kentucky
asked the U.S. Attorney Gener- must be accompanied
"I believe in the conservation
by an chapter is used for arhtritis
al's office for assistance to adult while hunting
of the people's resources and in
deer," services here in Kentucky. The
make sure the Kentucky elec- during this deer hunting
our natural resources," Mr.
Ordination services for
season. balance of funds goes to supNunn continued.
Officials said these rules will port national -esearch and
William Strong will be held at tions were without a flaw.
judging
think
he
everyis
"I
Mr. Nunn was critical of his the Calvary Baptist Church
be enforced for the protection of other
medical
programs
near Coldwater on Saturday, beely by his own standard when the hunter. Maupin said many seeking the final answer to
governor,"
said,
was
Ford
he
accidents or "close calls" have arthritis.
November 4, at seven p.m.
Strong, a resident of during his introduction of Hud- occurred in the past due to these
"Our Victory March is over
rules not being enforced.
Mayfield, will be ordained as a
for this year," said Mrs.
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
The gun deer season for Requarth. "But arhtritis is
minsiter after surrendering to
whitetail, fallow and European never over for its 17 million
Dr. Harold Eversnieyer of the call in August. He has been
red deer will be from November victims, and the suffering won't
Murray presented the program called as pastor of the Blood
11 through November 15 end until we find a cure."
at the meeting of the Mayfield River Baptist Church.
Idaylight hours only. Special
Kiwanis Club held Tuesday
The new minister is 33 years
Those who did not have „in
night.
regulations and rules are opportunity to contribute d
of age and is employed at the
The Murray man reported on General Tire and Rubber
The Program-Planning available for deer hunters from the campaign may send
the Alaskan trip made by his Company, Mayfield. He is Workshop for the United the Department of Fish and to the Kentucky Chap r of the
family in their camper. They married to the former Martha Methodist Women of the Paris Wildlife Resources.
Arthritis Foundatio at 1381
traveled the state from the Moreland and they have three District will be held Sunday,
Bardstown Road
ouisville,
Nome peninsula to the Yukon. children. Billy, age ten, Jean November 5, at two p.m. inKentucky 40204.
Murray
High
Game
Set
With the use of color slides, he Ann, age eight, and John Allen, stead of 2;30 p.m., as previously
-We hope ev ryone will keep
showed photogeaphs of the age three.
our campai: slogan in mind:
released. The workshop will be For New Time Friday
Rev. Vester Moreland, pastor at the-Good Shepherd United
midnight sun, Eskimo villages,
arthritis c cripple )'ou. It's a
of the Calvary Baptist Church Methodist Church near Murray.
and wildlife.
The Murray High-Ft. Camp- threat to eryone, and the only
Others attending the Mayfield and father-in-law of Strong,
All women of the churches in bell football game will start at way to o away with that threat
meeting from Murray were urges the public to attend this the district are urged to attend, 7:30 Friday night instead of the is by pporting research to find
Paul Sturm, Tom Turner. Ante special ordination service on a spokesman said, and to note usual 8 p.m. The game will be its cause and cure," Mrs.
Scott, and Raymond Carter,
Saturday night. • uarth said.
•
held at Holland Stadium.
the change in time.

Swis Ifirintilosophy
Basically The Same As Nixon's

Women Of Moose To
Hold Open Dinner

Baptist Conference
Planned On Monday

Huddleston Cancels
Conference, StilN
Plans Western Trip

Deer Rules To
Be Enforced By
Law Officials

Calvary Church To
Hold Ordination
For Mr. Strong

Dr. Eversmeyer Is
Mayfield Speaker

Church Workshop
Time Is Changed

The New'Kentuckians from Paducah will be featured at the homecoming services at the Kirksey United Methodist Church on
Sunday, November 5. Members are, back row, left to right, Glenn
Hawkins, Settle Smith, Don Mullen, second row, Kaye Hawkins
and Glenna Hawkins,front center, Don Kelsey. Miss Smith is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hal Smith of Kirksey.

O ne Section
Today
Sixteen Pages

•

Arthritis
-Campaign
Is Success
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Jaycettes Vote
Visit Patients A
Convalescent Hi

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

Dear Editor:
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
You may think that this is an
National Institute of Mental Health
early date to be thinking of
Christmas, but we never have
an opportunity to forget it, for
Infants' Learning
our patients ask about their
Now she will study the develChristmas plans all year long.
Do babies only a few months
However, some of the patients
old have a capacity for learning opmental course of visual-stimulus appreciation and preference
that can be measured?
are beginning to tell me about
in infants from ages three
Whether
they
or
do
not will
the gifts that they want Santa to
be shown through an imposing through six months.
bring, so I am aware that it is
The project is expected to
battery of tests in a new research
time for me to be sending a
study designed to indicate the clarify a basic issue and to have
Christmas reminder to some of
ability of infants to focus alien-. profound implications as to the
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
our friends in the community. I
lion and to remember and re. nature and origins of human inIS the Integrity of its Newspaper
tellectual capacity.
spond to colors and shapes.
hope that you will be able to
The
study
of
what
At issue is whether the infant's
is
considhelp
with
our
Christma
s
plans
ar
THURSDAY—NOVEMBER 2, 1972
o
ered to be intellectual develop- environment merely triggers inthis year. Of course, we want
ment during early ,infancy is herent mental capacity—or
our patients to have a most
being conducted at the Eye Re- whether the environment itself
enjoyable holiday season.
search FoundJtion in Maryland. plays a crucial role in the deWe want each ward to be
The research is aided by a grant
velopment of the child's capaci"adopted" for a Christmas
from the National Institute of ties and behavior. The research
Mental Health, of HEW's will seek to clarify some of the
party during the month of
Direct mail advertising is on its way to becoming
Health Services and Mental
processes which contribute to
December. We realize only too
an art form. We now get letters personally adHealth Administration.
the intellect and add to our eduwell
that
most
of
our
church
and
dressed with first name salutations in tones so
To test the infants learning cational knowledge of
service organizations plan
capacities, the investigator will stimulate infant intellecthow to
friendly they sound as if they are written by our best
in the
extra projects for Christmas, clock the babies' tilln movements
friends. But even when the junk mail arrives in
but if your group or any other
in response to visual stimulation. earliest part of life.
This study illustrates growing
Previously. Dr. Rose Caron,
shocking pink envelopes, some of us are angry,
that you may know would be
sicentific
interest in the importwho
heads
the
study,
has
deminterested in adopting a ward
some days even bitter, to find our mailboxes stuffed
onstrated that very young in- ance of the first years—even the
and
helping
us
give
to
the
with these goodies. It seems downright obscene to
fants do possess both visual pref- very first months—of life in
dr. r,
patients a Merry Christmas, we
erence and visual sharpness and every human being's getting off
get so much mail from so many strangers when the
dr ad
would be grateful if you would
acuteness.
to a good start in his life.
letters from our friends take a week to arrive.
contact me and discuss plans
But there is help available. Earlier this year the
with me. Our hospital cares for
Direct Mail Advertising Association, which
patients from forty-two counties. If your group is unable to
represents about 1,600 mail advertisers, initiated the
visit the hospital at Christmas,
Mail Preference Service. By writing the
you may supply the refreshorganization, at 230 Park Avenue, New York, New
ments and we will give the
delegation eould number 20 or
MONTOGOMERY,
York 10017, it is possible to get your name removed.
party for you. Refreshments ALA.,
Copley we Service
more.
.Groundb
reaking
The association even has a service that allows you to
could be sandwiches, cookies or ceremon
"I think it is very significant
ies signifying the
cake, punc, fruit, candy, or longawai
get your name added to lists that involve your
ted start of con- that these ceremonies are being
anything of that kind. I noticed struction
special hobbies.
.
on the Tennessee- held on the actual construction
- Last year that sandwiches and Tombigbee Waterwa
We realize thaenot iverynne holds our own
y will be site at Gainesville as this marks
fruit were very popular. Con- ,held on
Tuesday, December 12, the realization of the hopes and
hostility toward such mail. But Tor those whiiclo'we
tributions of money are very at
dreams not only of the people in
Gainesville, Ma.
add this sad footnote. Most politicians and
acceptable, for these donated.
this immediate area, but fir so
Governor George C. Wallace many.__
funds enable me to purchase
charitable organizations don't belong to the
people,Ahatut the
Arne Christmas items that are of Alabama, who currently., nation. It is not being overly
association. We thought of suggesting that the only
especially requested. I usually serves as Chairman of the five- dramatic to say that
way not to get mail is not to have a mailbox, but then
this
have a'long list of these special state Tennessee-Tombigbee groundbreaking will be conwe remembered those plastic bags we have been
Waterw
ay
Develo
pment sidered in years to
requests, and I make every
By DON MILLS
come as a
there should be a determination you as an 'enemy of tobacco.' effort to help patients
finding draped on our door.
receive Authority, made the an- very historic occasion for the
Editor, Lexington Herald
by member states whether to What is your comment'
nounceme
nt.
Under
Secretar
We wonder though if it might be possible to have
y
gifts
that
they really want.
people of our state and our
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)—U. relocate
the commission headof the Army Kenneth g. BeLieu region."
two mailboxes, one for what we call real mail from S. Sen. George McGovern, quarters
A. Well, that just isn't true. I Many notes are slipped under
outside of Washington.
my office.door or placed on my will be featured speaker for the
Lt. General Frederick,
people we know and the other for mail from those Democratic presidential candiQ. One problem Kentucky recognize the economic impor- desk, addressed to
"Dear event, according to the Clarke, Chief of the U.S. Army
date,
says
he
tance
-wholehe
of
artedly"
tobacco
to
Kentucky
cheerful strangers who want to give us a trip around
and other states of the south
Governor
.
Santa." We,also, need funds for
Corps of Engineers, will attend
the present tobacco have had is
the world in exchange for 12 magazines sub- supports
the migration of its and other states. I wholehear- canteen books, to be used
Governor Wallace said, "We the ceremoni
for
poundage program and would citizens
tedly
es along with other
support
the
present
to the cities of the
are indebted to Secretary high-rank
scriptions for the next 35 years.—Memphis Ten.)(
like to see strip mining north.
Tobacco Poundage Program canteen treats for patients
ing Corps officials,
Do
you
have
any
BelLieu
plans
for
acceptin
g the in- according to Glover Wilins,
without family or funds
Commercial Appeal.
"phased out within a two-year to
help small towns and rural and I have advocated the ex- througho
vitation, which was formally administ
ut the year.
period if possible."
rator of the Tennesseependiture of money for ample
areas develop?
We are very anxious that each extended by Senator John C. Tombigbee Waterway
The Democratic nominee
A. Aside from regional devel- research to assure the safety of
Stennis
(D.
Miss.)
Chairma
n of Development Authority.
of our patients shall have Santa
stated he would support federal opment
and planning I believe cigarette smoking and to im- gifts
on Christmas Eve. If you the Armed Services Committee
legislation to make the broad the developm
"We want to join Governor
prove
the
quality
of
the
leaf.
ent of smaller
can help us to accumulate and one of the Waterway's Wallace in extending a sincere
form deed "null and void" es- cities
LIDGICA S TIMES FILM
could be greatly assisted
Coming from a rural state enough
longtime
supporter
s.
cent in cases where there is by improved
gifts for our 550
invitation to the general public
transportation to which relies primarily on an patients,
"We certainly hope that all to join us at
it would mean a great
guaranteed adequate com- those areas.
the Gainesville
We
agricultu
would also emral economy and hav- deal to someone
Army Capt. William C. Hampton, son of Mr. and
pensation. ( The deeds give phasize
who is un- five governors from the construction site on December
new incentive pro- ing served on the Senate AgriAuthority
states
will
be
present,
Mrs. M.M. Hampton of Hazel, received a certificate holders mineral rights without grams for industry
fortunate enough to have to be
12, "Wilkins said."Every effort
relocation citItural Committee for 10 years
as well as a number of Senators is being
made to accommodate
of achievement from Brig. Gen. Edward W. Sawyer, regard to surface land ownrs.
so that jobs could be created. I understand and appreciate in a mental hospital at and Congressmen. In fact,
we what we anticipate will be a
Christmas. I am enclosing a list
Also. McGovern said, he The latter
assistant commander,
the
problems of our farmers.
Is something that
already have early indications large number of
Army: Transportation would like to see..a "revitalized
citizens from
ought to be explored imme- They deserve a decent income of suggestions for Christmas that
School, during recent ceremonies at Fort Eustis, Va. Appalachian
the
Congressional throughout the area."
gifts
for
patients.
Regional Commis- diately.
These
should
lot
-their
efforts.
Rural
AmerJohn Brooks Brinn, age 86, of Eldorado. Ark., sion" with more representation
Q. The Republican candidate ica, you can be assured, would be -wrapped- and labelaskAaJO,
by local and consumer inter- for the
formerly of Murray, died suddenly at his home on
Pro, nto
. senate in Kentucky have a friend in President content, in order that we can fit
ests.
the fit to the patient, as much as
October 31.
( I.ouie B. Nunn) has described George. McGovern
The text of the McGovern inpossible.
Mrs. Jean Willis, teacher at the School of New
terview follows:
tThurEu
These gifts need not be ex111;(itif
Hope, spoke on "Mental Retardation" at the
Q. What is your position on
pensive. The important thing is
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
'strip mining?
for us to be sure that no one is
-It's still
A. I believe there must be
Rev. Henry Smith will speak at the annual
forgotten when Christmas
the same "lotNY IT AGAIN.
comes. I would like to have
homecoming to be held at the Kirksey Methodist strict regulation of strip minSAM"
old story,
these gifts in my office as early
a fight for
Church Sunday. Rev. Johnson Easley is church ing. Strip mining on slopes
ALTACUEN
greater than 20 degrees should
as possible during the month of
love and
stor.
be banned and all area strip
glory.—
December in order that we will
By G. DAVID WALLACE
mining should be phased out
customers will pay for the new have time to sort them and
PG
Tochalcoice
within a two-year period if posAssociated Press Writer
bumper systems.
purchase anything extra that
"Sam"
shows
at
3:00
Sat
& Sun. Afternoons
WASHINGTON (AP) — New
sible.
But the figures come closer we may 'need. We are happy to
Federal legislation to make bump-resistant bumpers on 1973 to balancing out over 10 years, receive new or used clothing
null and void the broad form cars have triggered a drop in the estimated life of a car in throughout the year. However,
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Children's Show Sot. & Sun. 1 tit 3 p.m.
deed except in those cases insurance rates, holding out the the United States.
if ,you send used articles or
where there are guarantees for hope that for the first time car
The balance can be more im- tiems at Christmas, please
"We like the four way stop at the intersection of dqauate compensation should owners will save in operating mediate for drivers with above- leave them unwrapped, and we
Twelfth and Main Streets after a week's try at it," be passed. A program to recl- costs the equivalent of the price average insurance premiums. will not distribute them as
ALL SEATS 50'
of the federally ordered safety
With Allstate and Travelers, Christmas gifts. It is very
from the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray." aim stripped lands, including feature.
orphan banks, must be inbetter
the
the
bumper,
disappoin
the
ting
bigto
open
a
lovely
Sgt. Joe N. Cohoon has been transferred from itiated, convertin
For some high-and moderate- ger the savings.
g such
package and find a used gift.
Columbia, S.C., to the European area. His wife and to public and local useslands
All of the 1973 Chrysler Corp.
and risk drivers in metropolitan
Ends
Most of our twenty-fivt wards
son, Joe Max, are now residing in Murray until they employing former strip miners areas, the drop in insurance cars and American Motors Am- have
between
twenty
and
thirtyrates
alone will make up the bassadors and Matadors are
where possible.
can join him there.
five patients. If you need any
TUE.
Q. Do you feel there has been difference. For others, such as certified for 15-per-cent disadditional information, please
Mrs. Edgar M. Young, director of the Audubon adequate enforcement of the car owners in rural areas, the counts, which
appliA to cars
SIDNEY
HAW
Region of Federated Garden Clubs of Kentucky, will new coal mine safety act?
new bumpers will not pay off in that sustain no damage when allow me to help with your
P;ef
plans. You may write or call
POMER BEUIPONTE
A. No, there has not been cash unless their cars are in- hitting a barrier at 5 m.p.h.
speak at the meeting of the Garden Department of
roe. My telephone number is
44444.64
adequate enforcement of the volved in an accident, if then.
clarrowl
front and 24z m.p.h. rear. The 886-4431, Extension 366.
the Murray Woman's Club.
"BUCK
The PREAACIIER "
VFW
The
current
federal standard federal standard permits dencoal mine safety act. There
•14.
"The Wild Heart," starring Jennifer Jones is
Cordially
,
14.4 446441
must be full enforcement of the of protection for the new bump- ted hoods and fenders as long
EPG1
— each ethe4'
(Mrs.) Charlotte Blackfthowing at the Varsity Theatre.
act immediately. I feel enforce- ers is limited. They must pro- as safety items such as lights
ment responsibility should be tect the safety-related items on or the cooling, exhaust or fuel welder
Director of Volunteer
shifted from the Department of a car when it is driven into a systems aren't damaged.
Services
Interior to the Department of flat barrier, 5 miles per hour in
Computing the savings on acLabor. There must be prompt front and 2L2 m.p.h. in the cidents is more difficult, but
P.S.—All checks should be
Rated X - Over 18 Only All Seats '1.50
rear.
assessment of penalties for vioavailable figures indicate they payable
to "Volunteer Fund,
"That's not the same as a are likely to be significa
lations within 30 days of inB]E A:105i1
nt.
*;f
rql r'',51'
711'
Western State Hospital" and
0give thanks unto the Lord, for he is good: for his spection. Ten million dollars of bumper into a telephone pole,
The Insurance Institute for addresse
to:
d
Mrs.
Charlotte
or
a
Open
tree
or
another car," said Highway Safety found in a surfederal funds now being spent
mercy endureth forever.—Psalm 107:1.
Start
Blackwelder, Director of
insurance company execu- vey of auto damage
g(
Sometimes we forget to be grateful and need to on production and technology one
claims that
6:30 DRIVE
IN
7.00
research should be used for tive. "But we're betting our 47 per cent of them were for Volunteer Services, Western
think of God's goodness, for it we think we shall mine health
and safety re- costs are coming down, so we damage of $100 or less. In State Hospital, Hopkinsville,
thank.
4-- 2 HITS
search. I think that federal can discount our rates by 10 crashing 1972 cars into barriers Kentucky 42240.
safety inspectors should stop per cent."
at 5 m.p.h., the institute found
A survey of the five largest
once a day at every operating
Beneficial booze •
Tonite thru Sat I
the damage averaged $230.
auto insurers showed all are ofdeep mine
BERKELEY. Calif. IUPII
fering 10-per-cent discounts on
— I.ike man, the plant world
TOM LAUGHLIN DELORES TAYLOR
\has its riti7.ens %lin turn to
Q. The nixon administration a collision insurance for 1973
4
rges educated wises
'I
alcohol
to
solve
a
problem.
couple of years ago indicated it cars. Allstate and Travelers
SINGAPORE 1E11 1
-Because
of
a
minute
quantity
are
wanted
offering
abolish
to
the
Singapore
Appalabigger
women
have
discounts
been
by Carl Riblet Jr.
of alcohol present in certain
urged to depart from the
Science is a mystery to unscientific minds, but it chian Regional Development for the handful of cars tradition
sarieties of barley, the grain
that daughters shOuld
Program. If elected would you equipped with bumpers that exhas been able to ward off
need not be, because science is but the sum and support and,. continue the pro- ceed the new federal
retrive only enough education
damage from greeting. an
standards. 1O-bead and write
before
they
substance of experience-and conjecture put to work gram'
The 10-per-cent discount
ipis,qr(te MAKN
aphid which lin become ii
I
get married•
_
yoiro
•
serious pest.
A. The Appalachian program amounts to a $9 saving on the
to figure out how to use or how to avoid what is
i.e equally, if not more
•
are trying to find
already in existence-- like nuclear fission, big should be retained and there 888 estimated as the nationwide important. that daughters are outScientists
if this form of natural
must be a revitalized Appala- average annual premium for given an all-round education,government and the big mouth.
resista is•e
* Starts Sunday * li,7
CUPP
awan Majid khan, wife of
chian Regional Commission. collision insurance that pays
maseawracms
into all grain %arieties. says the
— "Fed on-the dry husks of farts.
Singapore
foreign
's
minister,
' California Farm
The commission should include for all but $50 of repair bills.
1st
Run
Bureau
Murray!
.
women.
*
told
a
associatio
n of
the human heart has a hidden want
representatives of Ial and
Over a short turn, that savFederal if in.
she is president.. "I
consumer interests. It should ings alone will not make up for which
which science cannot supply."
would stress the importanee of
Rodeo A-C-T-I-O-N in ---.
PRJS XII
provide for a strong local voice the added $70 that the Bureau an educated mother to
—William Osier, 1904
•The
Pope Pius XII, 82, died on
in all development issues. And of Labor Statistic's -estimates
Oct. 9, 1958.
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Groundbreaking Scheduled For
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway

McGovern Supports Present Leaf
Poundage Plan 'Wholeheartedly'
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The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes met in the home of
Mrs. Diana Youngerman for
their regular
bianonthly
meeting on Thursday, October
19, with the president, Mrs Judy
Rickman, presiding.
Members voted to regularly
visit the patients in the Convalescent Division of the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital on the third Thursday
of each month with some activity planned for each visit.
A letter from the Kentucky
Chapter of the Arthritis
Foundation thanking the
Jaycettes for their help in the
Victory March was read.
Mrs. Rickman read a letter
front Western State Hospital.
After discussion it was decided
that those members who
desired
could
purchase
Christmas presents for the
patients which would be sent in
the name of the club.
Further plans for a bake sale
to be held November 18, will be
made at the next meeting. Also
in attendance were Mrs. Linda
Waugh, Mrs. Jan Emmert, and
Mrs. June Yurcus,

The Acteens of Salem
Missionary Baptist Church
began a new church year with
six members present.
Officers for the year elected
- -fan&ii4•
Howard; vice-president, Kathy
Calhoun; secretary, Tammy
Miller; treasurer, Cindy
Lassiter; mission action
leaders, Aleisa Walker and
Donna Adams; study leader,
Dana Miller; and prayer
leader, Tammy Cathoun.
Plans were made to have two
regular meetings each month.
They are looking forward to a
happy and active year. The
adult leaders are Mrs. Joe Pat
Winchester and Miss Bonnie
Foster.
The group met on October 18,
at the home of Mrs. Winchester.
During the business session
they made plans to go to
Meadowview Rest Home near
Farmington to present a short
program for the patients.
Following the businaets session
they had their prayer calender
which lists the missionaries who
have birthdays that week;
Scripture reading taken from
Exodus 20:1-8; and prayer. The"
program for this meeting was
The Economically Disadvantaged."
On Tuesday October 30, the
Acteens met at the home of Mrs.
Winchester. They went to the
Meadowview Rest home where
they presented a program for
the patients. They did this instead of having a
regular
Halloween Party. The planned
program consisted of songs.
Bible reading and prayer. When
they had finished with their
program the patients asked
them to sing some more. They
sang three more songs and then
visited with each patient for a
few minutes before leaving.
When they left the patients
asked them to come back again.
The six girls who had taken
part in the mission project all
agreed they wanted to go back
and visit with the patients
whenever they could, one of the
leaders said.. •

DEAR ABBY I am a 19-year-old girl and everyone
tells me I have a beautiful face, but I am very, very
heavy, and I've been this way all my life I've tried every
kind of diet imaginable, but have never lost more than 20
pounds, which I always put right back on, so I've decided
to give up dieting.
I've never dated much, but I didn't let it make me
miserable I have a good bookkeeping job, read a lot and
do beautiful needlework.
My problem: I am going with a 54-year-old man who
wants to marry me. Before you say he is too old for me,
please finish this. He's a widower with married children
who think I'm the greatest. He loves me and says he likes
me just the way I am. He would be a good provider, and I
wouldn't have to work, but he says I could if I wanted to.
We like the same things [we're both homebodies) and I
know we could be happy together.
My parents are against him because he's older than my
father. Abby, if being treated well can make a girl love a
man, I know I could learn to love him. We have never been
intimate. [He hasn't even tried.]
Should I marry him? Who else would want a girl who is
too pounds overweight?
UNDECIDED
(Love Studio Photo)

Airman and Mrs. John Gilbert Crawford, Jr.
Miss Linda Louise Wetmore,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Wetreere of Farmington Route
One, became the bride of
man John Gilbert Crawford,
Jr., son of Mr and Mrs. John G.
Crawford, of 200 W. Farthing
Street, Mayfield, in a lovely
double ring ceremony on
Saturday, October 7.
Rev. Stephen Davenport III
performed the ceremony at two
o'clock in the afternoon at St.
John's Episcopal Church,
Murray. John Whitmer served
as acolyte, and nuptial music
with traditional marches was
rendered by the church
organist, Mrs. Leonard Whitmer
Bride's Dress
The bride was radiant in an
ivory satin slipper length gown
fashioned with lace sleeves and
a lace overlay on the bodice
extending to the front hemline
scattered with seed pearls. Her
white illusion veil fell from a
bandeau of seed pearls, and she
carried a single white orchid set
amidst ivy. Leaves _ and
streamers on a white prayer
book.
Her only sister, Mrs. Carol
Myers, was the matron of honor
for the bride. She wore a gown
of white satin sprayed with tiny
blue rosebuds with the empire
waistline being accented with
royal blue ribbon. Her flowers
were white and yellow daisies in
an old fashioned nosegay
arrangement. She wore blue
lilies of the valley in her hair.
The groom was attended by
his brother, Michael Crawford.
Another
brother, Randy
Crawford,
and
Robert
Trenholm. cousin of the bride,
were ushers.
The bride's mother chose to
wear a sleeveless double knit
formal gown having a navy blue
bodice and multi colored floral
skirt. Her corsage was of red
rosebuds set on ivy leaves and
red ribbon.
Mrs. Crawford, Sr., was at
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tired in a lovely duo-colored
formal gown having a white
bodice and mauve skirt. Her
corsa;TA- of white carnations
dipped in mauve set on mauve
ribbons.
The groom's grandmother
Mrs. Crawford, from Detroit,
Mich., and Mrs. Kemp of
Mayfield were gracious in afternoon gowns of floral design.
Each wore a pink carnation
corsage.
White gladioli were used in
arrangements in the sanctuary,
and sprays of ivy leaves and
white streamers designated the
guest pews.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony the reception was
held in the newly completed
addition to St. John's Church.
Indian rugs and prints were
used and ivy and autumn
flowers on white linen accented
the bride's table as well as the
gift table.
--Wylie C. Treziinalm,_ uncle of
the bride, was toastmaster.
Friends of the bride presided at
the refreshment table.
The young couple left for a
short wedding trip with the
bride wearing a pink linen coat
and dress ensemble adorned
with her orchid corsage.,
On October 18, Airman and
Mrs. Crawford left for Great
Falls, Montana, where the
groom has been assigned to the
Missile Base with the United
States Air Force.

Pottertown Club
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Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Gilbert
of Murray
announce the
marriage of their daughter,
Melissa, to Robert Park Balch,
son of Mr. and Mrs. David
Balch of Frankfort.
The bride is a senior at
Murray High School, and the
groom is an architectural major
at Murray State University.
The ceremony took place on
Friday, October 27, in Union
City, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Balch are :low
residing
at Apartment No.
Nine,
Orchard
Heights,
Murray.

By Abigail Van Buren
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Married Recently
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DEAR UNDECIDED: A girl who marries a man, hoping to "learn to love him" is risking a lot. That is not to
say that only couples who are wildly in love can be happy.
(Many are.1 But your reason for wanting a 54-year-old man
at age 19, ("who else would want me?") is a weak One.
vote with your parents. Don't rush into marriage. I urge
you to make a sincere effort to lose that weight--4hen .
consider marriage. You have a lot to lose—but everything
gain.
•,- •
DEAR ABBY: I hate getting chain letters, and wonder
if you can tell me how to handle them. Someone once told
me that chain letters involving money are illegal and I
certainly don't want to get mixed up in anything like that!
Chain letters that don't involve money, but request a
recipe, and make you feel guilty if you break the chain
give me a pain-in-the-neck! I don't like to bother with
them, and I certainly don't want to bother six more people
with something I consider pointless and annoying. On the
other hand, I don't want to hurt the feelings of the one who
sent it to me.
UNCHAINED
DEAR UNCHAINED: I return it to the sender with.
friendly note asking him to please include me out'.
DEAR ABBY The other day I went to visit a new
neighbor who had moved in next door. While I was there,
her seven-year-old daughter came home from school about
an hour late. The child had no excuse. The mother got a
paddle and instructed the child to lower her panties and
bend over. After about four whacks she said the child could
Eta•
Later she told me it did more good to punish her child
that way in front of someone than to take her to the
bathroom and do it.
I disagree. How do you feel about it?
NEW NEIGHBOR
•.._

Mrs. Raymond Dixon
Hostess For Meet
Of Magazine Club

Wilson Woolley photo

Miss Mary Margaret Hail
Mr. and Mrs. George Vaughn Hail of Calvert City, announce
the engagement of their daughter, Mary Margaret, to Robert
James Ward son of Mr. and Mrs. James H. Ward of Murray.
Miss Hail will graduate from Murray State University in May.
She is a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority.
Mr. Ward is also a student at Murray State University, where
he is a member of Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity and Sigma
Delta honorary fraternity.
A December twenty-fourth wedding is planned.

WINTERS BOY
Michael George is the name
chosen.by Mr. and Mrs Dan
Winters of Murray Route One
for their baby boy, weighing
five pounds eight ounces, born
on Tuesday, October 31, at four
p.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
The new father is assistant
manager of the Calloway
County Soil Improvement
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Winters of Pittsburg, Pa.

KELSO BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kelso,
806 Sunny Lane, Murray, are
the parents of a baby boy, Allen
Wayne, weighing nine pounds,
born on Friday October 27, at
12:19 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is a Mechanic
at North Point Standard
DEAR NEIGHBOR:. A spanking on a hare bottom is-- StaMiCirtfafraY7----punishment. To add to it the humiliation of being punished
Grandparents are Chaplain
in this manner "in front of someone" is, I think, cruel.
(Ltc.) and Mrs. Hugh Kelso of
Yuma, Arizona, and Mr. and
Problems! Trust Abby. For at persomal reply, write to
Mrs. Buel Donelson of Miirray
enclose
a
and
ABBY. BOX WW1. L. A., CALIF. WM
Route Six. Great grandparents
stamped, addressed envelope.
are Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Kelso of
Lyre Grove, Mrs. Myrtie
For tbby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
Donelson of Murray Route Six,
Abby, Boa 13755, Los Angeles, Cal. WM&
send Si
John M. Nance of Paducah, and
Mrs. Bessie Holland of Paris,
Tenn.
More benefits
NEW YORK 1UP11 —
Insurance companies paid
Community Day at the First
Thursday, November 2
$9.5 billion -in health benefits
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Christian Church at ten a.m.
last year. The increase—S408
Order of the Eastern Star will Mrs.Sally Guy will speak on the
million over the previous
subject,
"Promises
, year—marks a rise of more
have a practice at the Masonic
Promises."
than 4 per cent.
Hall at 7:30 p.m.

At Holiday Inn

"Snoopy On Parade," a
Saturday, November 4
children's fashion show, will be
A Turkey Shoot will be held at
presented by the Sigma the Calloway County High
The Pottertown Homemakers Department of the Murray School from nine a.m. to dusk,
Club held its October meeting Woman's Club at 7:30 p.m. at sponsored by the Band Boosters
at the Holiday Inn with the the
University
School Club.
president, Mrs. Ruth Weston, auditorium.
presiding.
The Chi Rho. Youth group of
Mrs. O.B. Cook presented the
The MSU Women's Society the First Christian Church will
lesson for the [Handl- en 'Plan Discussion Group will meet at have a bake sale and slave day
Your Kitchen."
the home of Mrs. James M. at nine a.m. Persons having
The devotion was given by Kline, 1516, Oxford Drive, at jobs to do call 753-3824 or 753Mrs. Bessie Colson who closed eight p.m.
7675.
with a poem, "Sense of The
Sand." Fifteen members and
TOPS Chapter 34 will have a
The Baptist Women of the
three visitors answered the roll
bake and craft sale in front of
call with "a .nice thing a neigh- Kirksey Church will meet at the Roses at nine a.m.
bor has done for me." Mrs. church at 7:30 p.m.

Klara Wertzke became a new
Women's Auxiliary of the
member.
Landscape notes were given Murray Moose Lodge will meet
by Mrs. Louise Short. Issues at eight p.m. at the lodge hall.
and concerns were discussed by
The WMCF of the Assembly
Mrs. Blanch Larson.
Mrs. Weston made an- of God Church is scheduled to
nouncements of the district meet at seven p.m.
meeting on October 25 at
The Murray-Calloway County
Murray State and the Annual
Day on November 8 at lake Jaycettes will meet at the home
Barkley State Park. Mrs. of Mrs. Judy Rickman at 7:30
Wilford Alford read the minutes p.m.
of the last meeting.
The recreation and music
Friday, November 3
were direeted by Mrs. Bryan
The Golden Age Club will
Overcast and Mrs. Louise have a
potluck luncheon at noon
Short. Sunshine gifts were at the
social hall of the First
exchanged.
United Methodist Church. Bro.
The next meeting will be held Roy
Beasley will. be the
on Wednesday, November 15, at speaker.
ten a.m, at the Holiday Inn with
The Church Women United of
the main lesson on -Holiday
Murray will observe World
Foods."'

A

Shrine Club HoIds
Monthly 'Social
Meet At Triangle

The Women of the Moose will
sponsor a chicken and ham
buffet dinner at the Murray
Moose Lodge at 6:30 p.m. The
price will be $1.00 per person.
All Moose members and their
wives are cordially invited to
come.
Garage sales will be held
from eight a.m.to two p.m. by
the United Methodist Women of
the First Church. They will be
at the garages of Mrs. Maurice
Humphrey, Hazel
Highway,
and Mrs. Max Brandon, 1617
Magnolia Drive, and in the
church basement. For items to
be donated for the sale call 7534136 or 753-9470.
Always sift self-rising flour
once before measuring

y

The regular social meeting of
the Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club was held Saturday
evening, October 28, with a
dinner at the Triangle Inn.
Jack Persall, club president,
made a few announcements of
the club's activities for the
coming months. A social hour
followed.
Those attending were David
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Persall, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Klapp, Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Norcross, Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Dunn, Mr. and Mrs.
Harland Ford, Mr. and Mrs
Edsel Beale, Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. William
Moffett, Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Jones Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Mu,,is;--h4eaaand-klre,.191111-1,
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Freed
Cotharn, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Robinson and guest, Mrs. N.B.
Ellis of Oceola, Ark.

Mrs. Raymond Dixon was
hostess to the Magazine Club
Thursday afternoon, October
26, in her home in Panorama
Shores. Dr. Harry M. Sparks;
president of Murray State'
University, was the speaker.
Mrs. L.J. Hortin, president,•
opened the meeting and
presided over the business.
Mrs. Ewen Allbritten gave the,
devotion, using the autumn
colors as a theme and compared
this beauty to the lives and
souls of people.
Mrs.
A.C.
LaFollett,
secretary, read the minutes, •
and a letter from an authority of
the Western State Hospital,
Hopkinsville, which asked for
gifts for the patients, and other
efforts to make a good Christmas for them. Tha Magazine
et.b u
k
'
an4
money to the November
meeting and have them
delivered to the hospital.
Miss Roberta
Whitnah,•
program chairman, introduced.
Doctor Sparks who spoke on the.
"Challenges of Murray State,
University."
He spoke enthuastically about
the progress of the University
and explained some of the
projects that opened new fields
of opportunities.
He spoke of the programs
observing the fiftieth anniversary of the University and
reported that the history of the
school has been written by Dr.
Ralph Woods, immediate past
president, and is being printed
in the University printing
department.
The members and guest were
seated in the study-den that
overlooked the Kentucky Lake.
The home is new and designed
to fit into its setting Among
colorful trees and 130Wers•
Mr. Dixon assisted Mrs._
Dixon in serving cake, sand;
wiches, and coffee.

WM VACUUM s
18
1
xv
,
A SHAG RUG SPECIALIST
76_
that adjusts to all carpets by being an
upright and a hose type cleaner too.
ON SPECIAL UNTIL
Phone 767-6295 For
NOV. 30, 1972
Free Demonstration

•4111
.
111.11
.
.
11.1.111116
..11611111.1.

The -Unique Gift Shop
Nk

5 Points - Beside 5 Points Bar-B-Q

."Or

Feattiring
IFINE IMPORTED GIFTS,
* Fine Arts
"rAk
* Handcrafts
* Woodcrafts
* Holiday Decorations
* Gold Tone Gifts
* Musical Instruments
* LOTS MORE UNUSUAL GIFTS
anneals-

flItt

-.11111.111.

GIFT CERTIFICATE
to be given away!!

Come in and register. You do not have to be present to win.

ha Mae Huie, Owner,
invites all her friends and new customers to visit her.

I Opening Friday, Nov. 3rd
9,00 a.m.
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All-Star
Teams
Named

Bass Seminar Set Friday In Paducah
PADUCAH, KY.-The stage
is set for the biggest bass
fishing features ever brought to
the Paducah area. The Bas-TekNeke Seminar for Friday Nite,
November 3rd, starts at 7:30
p.m. The Bassmen Bass School
is set for Saturday Morning the
4thi at 9 a.m. and lasts 7 hours.
Both events held at the Ramada
Inn, 1380 S. Helaine Highway,
Paducah, Ky. 140 seat capacity
for the seminar and 50 is the
limit for the bass school. Only
the bass school enrollees are
invited to bring their tackle
boxes, rods and reels to the
Bassmen Bass School for inspection, minor adjustments
and consultation, Saturday
Morning.
Bass fishermen from Kentucky, Tennessee, Missotiri and
Illinois are expected to attendalong with their wives and
children. Be sure of your tickets
and reservations for each is
limited.
Tickets and reservations may be obtained from
Stacey's Dixieland Restaurant,
1300 Broadway and Campbell's
Sporting Goods, Inc., 125 N. 3rd
or A.A. Toney, 927 N. 25th.
Paducah, Ky.

Three of the seven bass experts known as the Bassmen
will be on hand for the Friday
Nite seminar and all seven for
the Saturday Morning school for
extensive question and answers. No secrets held back at
any time during
these
presentations. Come and get
acquainted with the Bas-TekNeke Instructors. Meet Sam
Howell, Ed Ferguson, Charley
Lewis, Karl Chambless, Gene
Tunnell and Clyde A. Harbin,
Sr., all of Memphis and A.A.
Toney of Paducah.
Come to see and to find out
that successfull bass fishing is
finding the bass, giving them
what they want, and how they
want it and then, the landing of
them. Of course, the Bassmen
will tell of fileting and how to
cook the bass. Be there and get
with them. It will be as though
you will have spent a day in the
boat with one of the Instructors
when attending either the
seminar, Friday Nite, 7:30 p.m.
or the bass school, Saturday
Morning 9 a.m., both events,
Ramada Inn, Paducah Ky.
The Bassmen will open their
personal tackle boxes some

with over 200 lures in 'em) and
demonstrate their choice of
rods and reels and show you the
lures that have caught literally
thousands of bass lil'uns and
big'unsi. Big water and shallow
water bass boats and used by
the instructors will be on
display. See how a regular
fishing boat can be outfitted
with inexpensive custom installed bucket seats, rod
holders, trolling motors,
compass, depth finder, running
lighs, tackle box holders,
battery box and electric 12 volt
power cables-all of this not too
difficult to do after seeing
where and why and how.
It's all strickly educational
and entertaining, setting forth
bass facts that are likely to
produce good catches on Lake
Barkley, Kentucky Lake, or in
the area Ox-Bow lakes of
Shelby, Clear, Long, Colvin,
Fish, Big or Little Turner and
Mayfield Bottoms. No secrets
will be hidden, However, be
there to get 'ern!
Since bass will not always
folicw the rules, there is no
guarantee that the answers will
always work but there is a
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TOP TWENTY TEAMS - OCTOBER 29. 1972
1 235-

SO CALIFORNIA
NEBRASKA
ALABAMA
OKLAHOMA
01110 STATE
et

7910-

L. S. U.
COLORADO
TEXAS
TENNESSEE
COLLEGE DIVISION

Tors

1 234 5678910-

LOUISIANA TECH
DELAWARE
NORTH DAKOTA
EAST TEXAS
TENNESSEE STATE
McNEESE
CALIFORNIA-S L.0
MASSACHUSETTS
NORTH DAKOTA ST.
ASHLAND

-

•

-706. OR
- 106.3
- i05 2
- 105.0

II - PENN STATE
12 - AUBURN
13 - U. C. L. A
14 - NOTRE DAME
15 - IOWA STATE
16 - TEXAS TECH
17 - AIR r-cyws18 - FLORIDA"STAtTr+9 ,STANFORD
20,ARIZONA STATE
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103.3
103 2
102.5
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92.5
be.0
45.0
84.4
83.6'
- 83.4
- 82.9
- 82.7
- 82.3
-81.8

11 12 13 I4 15 16 17 18 19 20 -

DRAKE
L/VINGSTON
FRESNO STATE
HAWAII
S. W. TEXAS
TENNESSEE TECH
ANGELO STATE
CARSON NEWMAN
N. W LOUISIANA
BALL STATE

- 81.7
- 81.5
- 81.2
- 81 1
- Si 0
- 80.8
- 60 5
- 80.4
- 60.3
- 60 2

MAJOR COLLEGE GAMES OF NOVEMBER 4 1970
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONENT
CHRISTIAN
AS.
ARLINGTON
PACIFIC
1
LOS ANGELES ST
28
AIR FORCE
7
ARMY
PENN STATE
MARYLAND
21
ALABAMA
MISSISSIPPI STATE PRINCETON
24
BROWN
1
ARIZONA STATE
EL PASO
31
RUTGERS
CONNECTICUT
14
ARKANSAS
7
TEXAS A & m
SAN DIEGO ST.
WEST TEXAS STATt
17
AUBURN
FLORIDA
1
SOUTH CAROLINA
7
WAKE FOREST
BOSTON COLLEGE
3
SYRACUSE
SO, CALIFORNIA
24
WASHINGTON STATE
BOWLING GREEN
10
OHIO U.
TAMPA
FLORIDA ARM
10
BRIGHAIA YOUNG
I
WYOMING
TENNESSEE
7
GEORGIA
CALIFORNIA
OREGON
3
TEXAS
tO
S M . U.
CINCINNATI
NORTH TEXAS ST.
3
T. C. U.
I
BAYLOR
CITADEL
RICHMOND
3
TEXAS TECH
3
RICE
COLGATE
LEHIGH
I
TOLEDO
7
NO. ILLINOIS
CORNELL-N Y
7
COLUMBIA
TULANE
KENTUCKY
10
DELAWARE
ViLLANOVA
7
U. C. L. A
7
STANFORD
EAST CAROLINA
14
CHATTANOOGA
UTAH
ARIZONA
21
FLORIDA STATE
10
HOUSTON
UTAH STATE
28
IDAHO
FRESNO STATE
7
LONG BEACH STATE V. M. I.
FURMAN
3
GEORGIA TECH
3
DUKE
VIRGINIA TECH
10
SO. MISSISSIPPI
HARVARD
7
PENNSYLVANIA
WASHANGTON
OREGON STATE
10
KENT STATE
24
MARSHALL
WEST VIRGINIA
PITTSBURGH
14
24E36ki/Extc.0.4.T.4!..'et WILLIAM S MARY
II
DAVIDSON
LSU.
M1SSiSSIPPr
17
WISCONSIN ----LOUISVILLE
28
TULSA
YALE
DARTMOUTH
1
MEMPHIS STATE
WICHITA
PRO FOOTBALL - 11-5-72
MIAMI-FLORIDA
j..AS VEGAS
CLEVELAND
7
HOUSTON
MIAMI-OHIO
.'WESTERN MICH
DALLAS
SAN DIEGO
3
MICHIGAN
INDIANA
DETROIT
CHICAGO
7
1$41C1VGAN STATE
PURDUE
GREEN BAY
I
SAN FRANCISCO
ilnis SOUR
KANSAS STATE
KANSAS CITY
OAKLAND
3
NEEtRASKA
COLORADO
LOS ANGELES
7
ATLANTA
NEW MEXICO
SAN JOSE STATE
MIAMI
17
BUFFALO
NORTH CAROLINA
CLEmSON
MINNESOTA
21
NEW ORLEANS
NO CAROLINA ST
VIRGINIA
N. Y. GIANTS
14
DENVER
NORTHWESTERN
ILLINOIS
N. Y. JETS
WASHINGTON
1
NOTRE DAME NAVY
CINCINNATI
PITTSBURGH
7
OHIO STATE
MINNESOTA
ST LOUIS
PHILADELPHIA
3
OK L A140$.44
IOWA STATE
PRO FOOTBALL - 11-6-72
OKLAHOMA STATE
KANSAS
BAL TI MORE
3
NEW ENGLANO
OTHER GAMES OF NOVEMBER 4. 1972
FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONENT
OPPONENT
FAVORITE
MARGIN
ADAMS STATE
MIDDLEBURY
14
PANHANDLE
NORWICH
21
ALBANY-N.Y
35
SIENA
HASTINGS
MIDLAND
24
ALBRIGHT
21
DREXEL
NORTH CENTRAL
MULLIKIN
21
ALMA
PILLSBURY
17
OLIVET
MILTON
35
AMHERST
WAYNE-MICHIGAN
17
TUFTS
MILWAUKEE
10
ANDERSON
7
HANOVER
WESTMAR
' 7
MINOT
ANGELO STATE
MISSISSIPPI COL
14
S. F. AUSTIN
CONWAY STATE
17
APPALACHIAN
FLORENCE
MO. WESTERN
3
35
MO SOUTHERN
ASHLAND
WAYNESBURG
RIPON
MONMOUTH
24
7
AUSTIN PEAT
MURRAY
MONTCLAIR
TRENTON
35
1
BALD WALLACE
MOORHEAD-M.
MOUNT UNION
24
ST CLOUD
21
BALL STATE
W. ILLINOIS
MOREHOUSE
KNOXVILLE
10
3
BEMIDJI
14
WINONA
AUSTIN
NEB WESLEYAN
14
BENEDICTINE-I
CONCORDIA-ILL.
21
NEW HAMPSHIRE
RHODE ISLAND
3
BETHEL-KANSAS
14
McPHERSON
N. C CENTRAL
35
J. C. SMITH
BOISE
2
PORTLAND STATE
NORTH DAKOTA
17
MANKATO
BRIDGEPORT
SO. CONNECTICUT
24
ARKANSAS STATE
N. E. LOUISIANA
3
BUENA VISTA
UPPER IOWA
10
N. E. MISSOURI
7
S. W. MISSOURI
CARROLL-WISC.
LAKE FOREST
21
N. E. OKLAHOMA
CAMERON
10
CARSON NEWMAN:4_24
GtJILFORD
NO. COLORADO
E NEW MEXICO
10
CARTHAGE
AUGUSTANA-ILL.
14
NORTHERN S.D.
SPRINGFIELD-S.D.
42
CENTRAL CONN.
AMERICAN INT.
21
N-WESTERN-IOWA
S W MINNESOTA
10
CENTRAL MICH.
ILLINOIS
STATE
10
NOR THWOO0- M .
BLUFF TON
CLARION
SHIPPENS BURG
IA
OHIO NORTHERN
DEFIANCE
3
CARLETON
COE
24
OMAHA
EMPORIA STATE
II
COLORADO COL.
24
KANSAS WESLEYAN OSHKOSH
STOUT STATE
241
COLORADO WEST. IS
COLORADO MINES
• 17
OTTAWA
TARKIO
CONCORDIA-NEB.
DANA
21
PACIFIC-OREG.
IDAHO COLLEGE
21
CORNELL-IOWA
KNOX
14
PLATTEVILLE
CHICAGO
CIRCLE
34
C W. POST
7
ITHACA
PRESBYTERIAN
GARDNER wEBB
21
DELAWARE ST
HOFSTRA
21
PUGET SOUND
SIMON FRASER
17
DELTA STATE
S E. LOUISIANA
OUANTICO
F. ILLINOIS
28
DENISON
OTTERBEIN
28
RAND. MACON
B-WATER-VA,
21
DOANE
80
MARTIN LUTHER
REDLANDS
I
POMONA
DRAKE
14
SO. ILLINOIS
RENO
14
CH/CO STATE
77
SCRANTON
E STROUDSBURG
ROSE-HULMAN
PRINC/PIA
29
MOREHEAD
E TENNESSEE
1
ST OLAF
28
GRINNELL
EAST TEXAS
10
SUL ROSS
SAmFORD
JACKSONVILLE
E. MICHIGAN
10
ST. NORBERT
SHEPHERD
SALEM
7
EVANSVILLE,
3
ST. JOSEPHS-IND.
SLIPPERY ROCK
10
LOCK HAVEN
F/NOLAY
TAYLOR
7
SO. CARO. STATE
EASTERN SHORE
FISK
LANE
49
SO. COLORADO
FORT HAYS
14
FRANKLIN
GEO-TOWN-KY.
28
SO. OREGON
10
OREGON TECH
FRIENDS
ST. MARY-KANSAS
14
S. W. LOUISIANA
14
SANTA CLARA
FROSTBURG
WEST VA. TECH
S. w OKLAHOMA
N W. OKLAHOMA
10
GENEVA
W. VA WESLEYAN
24
S. W. TEXAS
7
HOWARD PAYNE
GLASSBORO
NEWARK STATE
S-WESTERN-KAN.
24
7
BETHANY-KANSAS
HAMLINE
M AC ALESTER
21
S-WESTERN- TENN . 3
WASHINGTON & LEE
TOwSON STATE
HAMPDEN SYDNEY 28
TABOR
7
STERLING
GRAMBLiNG
HAWAII
7
TENNESSEE STATE 49
MORRIS BROWN
HEIDELBERG
WITTENBERG
10
TENNESSEE TECH
7
E KENTUCKY
HENDERSON
MONTICELLO
14
TEXAS AOl
21
SAM HOUSTON
HILLSDALE
10
140 . MICHIGAN
TRINITY-TEXAS
21
MCMURRY
COLBY
HOEIAR T
TROY STATE
ia
'
7
MARTIN
CHADRON
HURON
+7
TUSKEGEE
MILES
tO
CALIFORNIA-PA.
uNDuANA-PA
UPSALA
21
II
LYCOMING
INDIANA STATE
AKRON
VALLEY CITY
26
SIOUX FALLS
CONCORDiA-S.P
JAMESTOWN
VALPARAiS0
24
BUTLER
HIRAM
VIRGINIA STATE
10
JOHN CARROLL
24
NORFOLK STATE
KENTUCKY STATE
FEDERAL CITY
WABASH
7
SEWANEE
7
WILMINGTON-OHIO
10
KENYON
WEST LIBERTY
21
FAIRMONT
EAU CLAIRE
LACROSSE
WEST VA STATE
21
7
FERRIS
GETTYSBURG
II
W KENTUCKY
L•FATETTE
7
MIDDLE TENN
LAKELAND
W. MARYLAND
N-WESTERN-WI SC
42
JUNIT
3
OCcIDENTAL
LAVERNE
W NEW MEXICO
10
24
FOR
EWIS
LINCOLN
CENT. MISSOURI
WHITEW ATER
21
Ze
RIVE
ALLS
LIVINGSTON
NICHOL LS-L A.
WHITTIER
21
35
CLAREMONT
LORAN
CHICAGO
WIDENER
24
MuHLENBERG
38
LOUISIANA TECH.
NO. ARIZONA
WILLAMETTE
17
WHI TMAN
10
McNEESE
W LOUISIANA
WM. JEWELL
49
BAKER
VERMONT
MAINE
WEST CHESTER
42
MANSFIELD
$4E MARITIME
NEW ENGLAND COL
WASHINGTON-CL. 21
10
ROLLA
MANHATTAN
BROOKLYN COL .
24
WAY14E-NEB.
14
YANKTON
mARYVILLE
MILLSAPS
WOFFORD
35
CATAWBA
3
MASSACHUSETTS
YOUNGSTOWN
+4
BuCKNELL
7
CENT ST OHIO
SEASONS RECORD
HIT-I215
MISSED-325
TIES-29
PC T-709
COPYRIGHT 1972 BY THE CARR RATINGS SERVICE

a

guarantee that they have
worked in the past. The seminar
and the school are not to sell any
baits or membership. It is
honestly to teach the "big Bass
Way" of talking limits of bass."
Little secrets can mean a lot of
fish on the stringer. Do you
want a full stringer? Then be
there.

Wells Joins
Oilers Team

HOUSTON (API - The Houston Oilers of the National Football League went about getting
acquainted with controversial
Warren Wells today after the
former Oakland Raider player's probation was modified by
a California judge.
Superior Court Judge William
J. •McGuiness modified Wells'
probation in Oakland Wednesday stemming from a 1969 attempted rape conviction so he
could leave the Alameda County area in California.
Wells wasted little time in
boarding a plane for Texas. He
vvas met at the airport Wednesday night by Oilers' executive
assistant Tom Williams and
was to undergo a physical examination today.
If he passes the exam, he will
be on Houston's 40-man roster
for Sunday's game against
Cleveland.
The Oilers picked Wells up
for the $100 waiver price last_
week but Wells' return to Texas
had been delayed because
McGuiness would not accept an
oral report from Wells' probation officers as to his progress.

THURSDAY-NOVEMBER 2, 1972

ST. LOUIS (AP) - The
Sporting News Wednesday
named the following National
and American League All-Star
teams.
toughest game of the year
American League:
By MIKE BRANDON
before falling in the final minute
First base, Dick Allen of ChiLedger &Times Sportswriter
cago; second base, Rod Carew
It's been one of those years to the tough Wildcats.
To say the least, the Tigers
of Minnesota; third base, for the Murray High Tigers.
Brooks Robinson of Baltimore; There have been high points and have been unpredictable all
shortstop 1.uis Aparieio of Bos- low points as the Tigers have season. For instance, after the
ton; outfielders, Joe Rudi of trudged their way to a 3-6 mark 20-7 loss at Hopkinsville, the
Tigers were a strong favorite to
Oakland, Bobby Murcer of New for the season.
Friday night the campaign defeat Russellville. But so much
York and Ricttie Scheinblum of
Kansas City; catcher, Carlton will come to a close as Murray for predictions as the Panthers
Fisk of Boston, and pitchers, hosts Fort Campbell to a 7:30 knocked the Tigers off 14-12.
Gaylord Perry of Cleveland and p.m. tilt at Holland Stadium.
Of course, injuries have
Wilbur Wood of Chicago.
Last season when the two teams played a great part in the losing
met on the army post, Murray season. Tyrone McCuiston, who
National League:
First base, Willie Stargell of used a second half surge to passed for three touchdowns
Pittsburgh; second base, Joe defeat the Falcons 22-16.
and scored one himself against
Morgan of Cincinnati; third
But this season, a lot of things Reidland, was injured in the
base Ron Santo of allea10; have changed for Fort Camp- second game of the year
and
shortstop Chris Speier of San bell. With the return of troops has sat out the remainder of
the
Francisco; outfielders, Billy from overseas, the Falcons season.
Williams of Chicago, Cesar Ce- have added quite a few new
deno of Houston and Roberto faces to the team.
Tim Lassiter and Dean
Clemente of Pittsburgh; catchFort Campbell has been Lanning, both of whom saw a lot
er Johnny Bench of Cincinnati, getting honorable mention for of action for the Tigers,
were
and pitchers, Steve Carlton of the Class A rankings all season. injured in the middle
of the
Philadelphia and Ferguson JenAnd the Falcons gave Selby season and have been sidelined
kins of Chicago.
Grubbs and Trigg County their for the year.

9.6.30

MAGIC-TRi
Bowling League
Team
W. L
Bank of Murray
23 9
Johnson's Grocery
22 10
Ezell's Beauty School
22 10
Murray Muffler
20 12
Team No. 5
15 17
Murray Insurance Agency 15 17
Boones
14 18
Jerry's Restaurant
14 18
Tappan
8 24
Eaker Amusement
7 2_5
High Team Game (SC)
Johnson's Grocery
799
Johnson's Grocery
773
Johnson's Grocery
749
High Team Game (HC)
Johnson's Grocery
989
Johnson's Grocery
963
Johnson's Grocery
939
High Team Series (SC)
Johnson's Grocery
2321
Ezett'S Beauty School
2089
Murray Muffler '
1800
High Team Series (NC)
Johnson's Grocery
2891
Ezell's Beauty School
2695
Eaker Amusement
2673
High Ind. Game (SC)
Isabel Parks
189
Marilyn Chatman
188
Mildred Hodge
177
High Ind. Game (NC/
Isabel Parks
233
Marilyn Chatman
223
Betty Dixon
211
•
High In: High Ind. Series (SC)
Betty Dixon
498
Marilyn Chatman
497
Mary Harris
487
High Ind. Series (HC)
Betty Dixon
618
Mary Harris
607
Marilyn Chatman
602
High Averages
Mildred Hodge
161
Wanda Nance
155
Marilyn Chatman
15/
Barbara Alexander
150
Mary Harris
145
Betty Dixon
145
Norma Bennett
144
Linda Drake
140
Mary F. Hargrove
140
Margie Garland
139

George Landolt and Dale
McCuiston have been carrying
the offense for the Tigers.
Landoll picked up 121 yards last
week at Russellville while
McCuiston has been averaging
close to 70 yards on the ground
over the last three games.
Admission for the early
starting game will be $V50 for
all persons at the gate.

"LESS TAXES"

•
Katterjohn
for Congress.
11 Poi

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN,INC.
$OO Chestnut street Murray

Ads.

By THE ASSOCIATED
The Montreal Canadie
on the road but
themselves at home
burgh. The Buffalo
however, found a rude
for them in Toronto.
The Canadiens remai
lone unbeaten team in
tional Hockey League
day night, whipping
burgh Penguins 7-1. It
worst beating the t
have ever had at
Toronto stopped the s
Buffalo team 7-1 to en
bres' 10-game unbeatei
Jacques Lernaire
Tardif each scored t
Montreal while Serge
Pete Mahovlich an
Cournoyer had one g
for the Canadiens.
gums' single goal ca
Lowell McDonald on
period power play.
Ken Dryden stop $'
in the Montreal goal
Toronto jumped fro
to a 4-1 lead in less
minutes of the seco
against Buffalo. Geor
son, Dave Keon and •

Carlton
Winner

TUNE-UP. New points, new plugs, adjust engine
timing, valves, carburetor, and fan belt.
Prices effective through November 30. All prices include parts and
labor. Prices quoted apply to Sedans Ind Karmann Ghias only;
Station Wagons, Type 3's, and Squarebacks slightly higher.
All our work is done by factory-trained Volkswagen mechanics, using
only genuine Volkswagen parts and special VW-approved tools and
equipment. We personally guarantee all work on your car for six
months or 6,000 miles, whichever comes first.

Bowling
Standings

Canak
Unbet

Murray High To Close
Season Here On Friday
Against Ft. Campbell

Phone 153-11150

Weekdays to 5:00 - Saturday 7:30-1:00
•

Make chefJimmy Lee's
Cheese Pie tonight,

By HAL fit
Associated Press S
NEW YORK (Al
surprise of absolut
Philadelphia's Ste
has'won the Cy Y
as the best pitcher
tional League.
Carlton was the
choice of the 24-ma
of haeeball writer
each NI. city-fo
after turning in a
27-10 record for
Phillies.
The lean left-ha
counted for 46
Philadelphia's 59
season, is only
animous selection
history of the ball
first Phillie ever
award. He also is
to win the award
for a last-place te
Carlton polled
his ballot sweepeach first place v
was Pittsburgh's
who had 35 po
Jenkins of Chica
Cy Young winn
with 23 points.
Cleveland's G

LO
ER
At

Jimmy Lee is a French cooking 4,
teacher and cookbook author.

Pro Cage
Standings
By THE

ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pet, G.13.
BostOn
9 0 1 000
1.7
New York
9 1 .9p0
Bultal0
2 7 122 7
Philadelphia
0 10 000 91'2
Central Division
Houston
6 3 .667 Baltimore
4 5 .444 2
Atlanta
4 6 .400 2/
1
2
Cleveland
3 8 273 4
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Milwaukee
8 1 889 Chicago
7 3 700 11
/
2
Detroit
4 6 400 41
/
2
KC Omaha
3 7 .300 51/2
Pacific Division
Golden State
6 2 .750 Los Angeles
7 3 .700 -Phoenix
3 4 .429 2/
1
2
Seattle
4
6 .400 3
Portland
1 8 .111 5/
1
2
Wednesday's Results
New York 122. Kansas City Omaha 85
Houston 108, Philadelphia 10.4
Detroit 116, Seattle 106
Only games scheduled
ABA
East
W. L. Pct. G.S.
Carolina
8 4 .667 New York
5 4 .556 11
/
2
Kentucky
5 4 .556 11
/
2
Virginia
5 7 .4.17-- 3
Memphis
2
8
200 5
West
Utah
8 4 667 Indiana
6 4 600 1
San Diego
6 5 545 1, 7
Denver
5 6 455 1'
Dallas
2 6 750 4
Wednesday's Results
Indiana 120. Virginia 109
San Diego 107. Memphis 101
Utah 122, Denver 113
•

Buttered pie pan.
9-inch x I IA-inch
6 servings
Preheated 325 oven
PASTRY SHELL:
11
/
4 cups all-purpose flour
1/, teaspoon salt
1 tablespoons butter
y
tablespoons lard
14 cup ismer
teaspoon lemon juice
I
FILLING:
slices bacon, cooked
and crumbled
ki cup 13 ci• I shredded
SWISS cheese

2
2

tablespoons

packaged
bread crumbs
eggs
cups light Cream or
half foul half
teaspOOn dry mustard

teaspoon salt
teaspoon Cayenne
pepper
tablespoon butter.
cut into small pieces

2

tablespoons chopped
parsley (SR se4111013%

He
J.M. Botkins
Murray, Ky.
Nov. 4.
Now is the
great opport
and woman
should take
FREE CON

.To prepare Shell: In a bowl mix together flour and salt. Cut in
butter and la,rd until
mixture resembles coarse meal. Gradually add water and
with a fork. Roll out on lightly floured surface N -inch lemon juice mixing lightly
thick
and 13 inches in
diameter; place in pic pan. Trim off excess dough around
edge; decorate edge with
tines of a fork. Cut waxed paper into a 12-inch
square; butter one side and place
buttered side down on bottom of shell. Pour 2 cups uncooked
rice or beans onto
waxed-paper (this keeps pastry flat while baking t. Bake
8-9
paper and rice. Return Olen to oven and bake 10 nullifies. minutes. Remove waxed
To prepare Filling:
Sprinklei.;
- tablespoons cheese and bread crumbs over
with /
1
2 the cooked bacon. In mixing boss I beat eggs. hoitom of pastry shell. Top
cretiM. mustard, salt and pepper
until well blended. Stir in remaining cheese. Pull out men
Fill with egg mixture. Sprinkle remaining bacon on lop: rack, place pan on rack.
dot with butter. Bake 30-35
minutes or until a knife inserted near center comes
OR beallions: Lct stand 10 minutes before serving. out clean. Sprinkle oser parsley
•1 tall can (141/1 oz.) evaporated milk plus VI
cup water may be beaten with eggs
and seasonings in rilace•of the 2 cups light cream or
half and half

GUAR
You will be
guarantee
basis from t
the endcAN

Cheese.It gives you ideas.

-- For a free cookbook of great cheese recipes, w
rite to "Cheese. It gi‘es you ideas."
c /o American Dairy Association, Box 4448,
Chicago, Illinois 60677.

Add a smile with cheese.

•artierican

dairy d9900011011
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Canadiens Remain Only Mets, Braves This Weekend To Decide District
Swap Players Championships For Most Schools
Unbeat n Team In NHL
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Montreal Canadiens were
on the road but made
themselves at home in Pittsburgh. The Buffalo Sabres,
however, found a rude greeting
for them in Toronto.
The Canadiens remained the
lone unbeaten team in the National Hockey League Wednesday night, whipping the Pittsburgh Penguins 7-1. It was the
worst beating the Penguins
have ever had at home.
Toronto stopped the surprising
Buffalo team 7-1 to end the Sabres' 10-game unbeaten string.
Jacques Lernaire and Marc
Tardif each scored twice for
Montreal while Serge Sevard,
Pete Mahovlich and Yvan
Cournoyer had one goal each
for the Canadiens. The Penguins' single goal came from
Lowell McDonald on a secondperiod power play.
Ken Dryden stopped 31 shots
in the Montreal goal.
Toronto jumped from a 1-1 tie
to a 4-1 lead in less than five
minutes of the second period
against Buffalo. George Ferguson, Dave Keen and Pierre Jar-

and Dale
n carrying
e Tigers.
yards last
ille while
averaging
the ground
ames.
the early
be $150 for
ate.

XES"

John
ress.
PO

Poi Mr

ry dented the net in the middle
period, then Errol Thompson,
Keort and Gary Monahan added
goals in the final period.
Thompson got the first Maple
Leaf goal in the first period before the Sabres' Gil Perreault
tied it with his team's only
goal.

in front in the first period and
John Stewart added the winners' last goal. Marcel Dionne
and Mickey Redmond had goals
for Detroit.
Danny O'Shea slapped in a
rebound with 80 seconds left to
lift St. Louis into„ a tie with
Minnesota, Bill Goldsworthy
In other NHL games, the had given the North Stars a 3-2
New York Rangers trimmed advantage. Jude Drouin and
Chicago 3-2, Atlanta beat De- J.P. Parise fired in the first
troit 4-2, St. Louis tied Min- two Minnesota goals while
nesota 3-3 and the New York Frank St. Marseille and Mike
Islanders downed California 6-2. Murphy scored for St. Louis.
Germain Gagnon scored
Rod Gilbert, Rod Seiling and
Vic Hadfield all scored goals three goals for the Islanders.
for the Rangers within three He tallied the team's first, fifth
minutes, four seconds of the and sixth goals. Jim Mair, Don
second period. It gave the Blackburn and Ed Westfall also
'angers a seven-game un- hit for New York while Craig
beaten streak. Chico Maki gave Patrick scored both California
Chicago a 1-0 lead in the first goals.
period and Dennis Hull added
the Black Hawks' second goal
in the final period.
Lew Morrison had two goals
for NHL newcomer Atlanta, a
team which has 10 of its first 12
games on the road. It evened
the Flames' record at 5-5-1.
Randy Manery had put Atlanta

Carlton Named Cy Young
Winner In Nat'l League

Finley Maintains
Bonuses Weren't
For Series Play
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Charles 0. Finley was fined
$2,500 Wednesday and then had
more bad news Wednesday
night when his Memphis Tams
lost a game in the American
_p

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — To the
surprise of absolutely no one,
Philadelphia's Steve Carlton
has- won the C): Young Award
as the best pitcher in the National League.
Carlton was the unanimous
choice of the 24-man committee
of baseball writers—two from
each NI, city—for the honor
after turning in a remarkable
27-10 record for the last-place
Phillies.
The lean left-hander, who accounted for 46 per cent of
Philadelphia's 59 victories last
season, is only the sixth unanimous selection in the 16-year
history of the ballot* and the
first Phillie ever to win the
award. He also is the first man
to win the award while pitching
for a last-place team.
Carlton polled 120 points for
his ballot sweep—five points for
each first place vote. Runnerup
was Pittsburgh's Steve BlaSs;-who had 35 points. Ferguson
Jenkins of Chicago, last year's
Cy Young winner, was third
with 23 points.
Cleveland's Gaylord Perry

Federation
Withdraws
Its Support

EBB'S HAIR SPECIALISTS
J.M. Botkinr
WILL EXPLAIN HAIR PROBLEMS FREE
At Holiday Inn, US 641 South. Saturday
Nov. 4
Hours: 1 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.

Frank Moran Shows He Regrew Hair
He Did Not Have Male Pattern Baldness.
Many conditions can cause
J.M. Botkins will be back in
hair loss. No matter which
Murray, Ky. again Saturday, one
is causing your hair loss,
Nov. 4.
if you wait until you are slick
Bald and your hair roots are
Now is the time to act on this
dead you are beyond help.
great opportunity. Every man
So, if you still have hair on
and woman now loosing hair
top of your head, and would
like to stop hair loss and
should take advantage of this
now is
grow more hair .
FREE CONSULTATION.
the time to do something
late.
GUARANTEED
too
about it before it's
You will be given a written
FREE CONSULTATION
guarantee on, a pro-rated
Just
take a few minetes of
basis from the beginning to
your time on Saturday, Nov. 4
the end CAN'T HELP
and go to the Holiday Inn, US
Male pattern baldness is the
641 South, Murray, Ky. betcause of a great majority of
ween 1 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. and
cases of baldness and excessive hair loss, for which no -ask the Desk Clerk for J.M.
method is effective. Ebb Hair
Botkins room number.
Specialists cannot help those
who are slick bald after years
Don't Put It Off
of gradual hair loss.
But, if you are not already There is no charge or obligaslick bald, how can you be tion . . all consultations are
sure what is actually causing private, you will not be emyour hair loss"
barrassed in any way.
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_OTHER NEARBY LOCATIONS:
Clarksville, Holiday-Inn US-4A;,-Sun'
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Finley, hit with the fine for
was' named the American
giving increased compensation
League winner Wednesday.
Carlton's 27 victories topped to some of his Oakland players
the majors and tied the Nation- during baseball's recent World
al League record for a left- Series, made it an imperfect
hander, set by Hall of Famer day after his ABA club was
Sandy Koufax. Koufax in 1963, spanked 107-101 by the San
1965 and 1966, and Bob Gibson Diego Conquistadors. 011ie
and Denny McLain, both in Taylor scored 22 points to lead
1968, were the only previous un- San Diego and hand the Tarns
their sixth straight defeat.
animous Cy Young winners.
In Wednesday's other ABA
Whenever Carlton pitched, he
filled Philadelphia's Veterans games, the Indiana Pacers
Stadium, providing the lone smashed the Virginia Squires
bright spot in an otherwise 120-109 and the Utah Stars
bleak season for the Phillies. trimmed the Denver Rockets
And, ironically, they almost 122-113.
The Conquistadors rallied
didn't have him.
It was a contract squabble from a 79-69 deficit midway
between Carlton and St. Louis through the third period as they
owner Gussie Busch that beat the Tams for the third
caused the Cardinals to trade straight time.
George Thompson of Memthe lefty to Philadelphia for
pitcher Rick Wise during spring phis led all scorers with 37
points.
training.
George McGinnis scored 30
Carlton responded with his
greatest season, pacing the points and hauled down a caleague in starts )41); complete reer-high 27 rebounds to power
garrse 38't-,-- -victories ();.ii,.Indiana's victory. Julius Erving
flings pitched 346); strikeouts had a game-high 39- points for
(310) and earned run average Virginia, although the Squires
were never in the game once
(1.98.
And he capped it all off with the Pacers pulled away in the
second quarter.
today's award,
Bill Keller 'came off the
bench to give the Indiana offense a big lift, scoring 13 of
his 24 points in that second

LOSING HAIR?

NEW YORK ( AP) -- The
New York Mets, expected to be
extra active in haseball's winter trade market, have made
their first move, a four-player
swap with the Atlanta Braves.
The Mets shipped right-handed pitchers Gary Gentry and
Danny Frisella to the Braves in
exchange for second baseman
Felix Millan and left-hander
George Stone.
Milian, long-rumored headed
for New York, appeared to be
the key man in the deal for the
Mets. A three-time member of
the National League All Star
team, he batted .257 for the
Braves last year.
"I feel this will stabilize the
infield," said Met Manager
Yogi Berra." He's a consistent
hitter. He's a good contact hitter, and tremendous with the
double play."

STII.LWATER,Okla. API —
The U.S. Wrestling Federation
has become the third amateur
athletic association to withdraw
its support from the U.S. Olympic Committee.
The decision was voted by
the federation's governing
council and announced Wednesday by Myron Roderick, executive director. Similar action
was announced last week by
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association and the U.S. Track
and Field Federation,
The wrestling federation alan
urged Congress to speed an investigation of USOC policies
and practices.
Roderick said the Olympic
committee -and its subcommittee on wrestling are puppets
of the Amateur Athletic Union
and have been for years."

New York Picks Up Seventh
Straight Win; Down Kansas

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The New York Knicks are going places ... and the Philadelphia 76ers are going someplace else.
The Knicks continued their
hot pace in the National Basketball Association by beating
the Kansas City-Omaha Kings
quarter when the Pacers pulled 122-85 Wednesday night for
into a 10-point halftime lead.
their seventh straight victory.
Willie Wise scored 31 points
The winless 76ers, meanto help Utah come from behind, while,stayed ice-cold by dropand beat Denver. The Stars ping a 108-104 decision to the
missed several lay-ups in the Houston Rockets for their 10th
early going and fell behind by straight loss.
seveli-pairrts7
--- ---fieve--Aterltis-vieterWarren Jabali scored 29 ed behind the scoring of Walt
poinks and Ralph-Simpson had Frazter; Dean Nierninger
22 for the losers.
Earl Monroe, boosted the

nacho ithaek

Hours: 10-6 Mon. thru Thurs. & Sat.
10-9 Fri
'73 Equipment Catalog Now Available!

Layaway. Now for Earlybird
Values!
WE HONOR:
=12:0

EXCELLENT
"APARTMENT"
STEREO SYSTEM
AT VALUED SAVINGS!

Like.1t . .
Charge it!

SUPER STEREO SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE•LUXURY!
Deluxe stereo system includes the Realistic` STA-65c AM/FM.
82 watt stereo receiver housed in a walnut case — its quality
affords you a lifetime of music enioyment, the Lab-36 turntable,'
changer with ebony base and high-tractability, stereo magnetic
cartridge, and 2 Optimas-1 f3 elements - 10-) acoustic suspension speakers Layaway now for Christmas and 'save $79.40!
Reg 459 35 Now
$37995 31-2032. 40-1969, 42-2937

31995 229"

100-in-1 ELECTRONIC PROJECT KIT!

Stereo system includes the
STA-18 AM/FM, 25 watt stereo
receiver — a smart choice for
''room-filling- stereo. the Lab 12 turntablethanger with base
and magnetic stereo cartridge
and 2 MC-1000 (8" woofer. 3' wide dispersion tweeterl acoustic
suspension speakers The perfect gift for "bedroom," "dorm."
and "small apartment" stereo buffs Layaway now for Christmas
and save $50 00' Reg $279 90
31-2028. 40-1980, 42-2935

REALISTIC' PATROLMAN-6 RADIO

Young "engineers" can ultd radios, amplifiers, strobe
lights, lie detectors, and much morel NO soldering —
NO tools required — WO°. safe battery' operation!
28-220

Listen to real-life drama and excitement of police calls on
high (147-174 MHz)' low (30-50 MHz) VHF bands: plus UHF
(450-470 MHz) band. VHF aircraft band (108-135 MHz)
brings in area planes and control towers. Other feeures
include: AM and FM bands, adjustable squelch control,
AC or battery operation, 'separated
VHF/UHF telescoping antennas, and
12-756
morel

2495

95

'Batteries not
included

PUSHBUTTON CASSETTE RECORDER

4

CONCERTMATE 8 — AM/FM — 8 TRACK STEREO TAPE PLAYER
This 3-piece compact combines an
AM/FM stereo radio and 8-track tape
player with air suspension speakers
Radio,features stereo indicator light
and "black-out" dial, Tape player
has lighted indicators, and automatic/manual program change Both
radio/player and speaker elements
are housed in walnut wood cabinets,
12-2088

•Record Safety LOCI+
•Auto-Level Control
•Input for Recording
"Off•Air "
.•Batteries. Earphone
and Remote Mike
14-872

•Inputs lot Stereo Changer Recorder
•Tape Output for

Off•Air

Recording

•Stereo Headphone lack

a

CUSTOM "PRO" STEREO HEADPHONE

REALISTIC' CLARINETTE I

Exclusive "bassporr des,gn
vides for full 20-20.000 Hz response Also, achustable headband and padded earcushionS.
1(1002

Compact 3-piece phono system features. BSR
4-speed "mini-changer" with ceramic stereo
cartrtdie and diamond needle: wide-range
5" speakers with cermic magnets separate
up to 16 feet for full stereo realism. Slantfront design panel and
walnut-finish cabinetry
add a touch of style to
any room or decor.
13-1191

President's Trophy

NEW YORK (API — The
American Basketball Association will present a new "President's Trophy" to those players
who score their 10,000th career
point this year, Commissioner
Robert S. Carlson said
Thursday. Indiana's Mel Daniels, with 9,858 points through
last Sunday, Roger Brown, with
Nov. 5 9,807, are the closest to 10,000.

have outscored their competition 354-63 this season and
averaged 35 points per game.
Top-ranked Trinity 9-0) is an
equally heavy favorite Saturday against Male (0-7-1) which'
has scored only 27 points all
season, the second lowest total
of any school in the state.
Elsewhere in Class AAA, the
county region playoffs open
Friday night with second-ranked Butler (8-1-1), the First Dis;
trict champ, facing Second District winner Fairdale (8-2) and
Third District winner Thomas
Jefferson (7-2) meeting Westport 5-4-11, the top team in
District Four.
The rest of the playoffs get
under way next week.
In other Friday night games
involving the top-rated teams in
this week's Associated Press
poll: Class A leader Madison
'19-0) meets Class AA opponent
Laurel County 3-61; No. 3 ,
Pikeville (9-1) and No. 4 Lynch
(6-1-1) are idle while Pineville
8-1) hosts Rowan County (5-41.
Knicks' record to 9-1 and
Johnny Green of the Kings
moved them within a half-game played in his 1,000th NBA
In Class AA: top-ranked Unof the idle Boston Celtics in the game, a plateau achieved by
NBA's Atlantic Division.
only two others—Hal Greer and ion County (10-0) is idle; No. 2
The 76ers dropped deeper in Dolph Schayes. Nate Archibald, Bryan Station (8-1) meets
the Atlantic, 911 games off the the NBA's lead) g scorer, led cross-town rival Tates Creek
pace.
the losers with a season-low of (9-0) in Lexington; No. 3 Ashland (8-1) hosts McKell (4-5-1)
In the onlyefter NBA game 19 points.
played Wednesday night, the
Rudy Tomjanovich scored 16 of Class A; No. 4 Fort Thomas
Detroit Pistons trimmed the points in the final period to Highlands (8-1-1) hosts CampSeattle SuperSonics 116-106.
help the Rockets trim the 76ers. bell County (9-l) and No. 5 DixThe Knicks hit their first sev- Tomjanovich, who finished with ie Heights ( 7-1-1) hosts Conner
en shots and vaulted into a 14-2 23 points, started his late (5-5).
leadahen finished off the Kings streak with eight straight field
In Class AAA third-ranked
with a 41-point fourth quarter goals withal minutes remaining
Bishop David (8-1-1) visits
with Meminger scoring 15 of as Houston took a 77-76 lead.
his 21 pointsFLazier had a
Dave Bing scored 36 points fourth-ranked Manual (5-1-2)
team-leading 22 points for The
13oh Lanier Mit If to lest while St. Xavier (5-4) hosts
Covington -Ca/MW- C2--71--of
winners while while Monroe Detroit past Seattle.
-Chia AA.
threw in 20.

By 'THE ASSOCIATED PRESS force a playoff against Oldham if Paducah Tilghman (6-4)
beats Mayfield Friday night 17The last four district cham- County 19-I).
To accomplish that Ft. Knox, 3). If Franklin and Mayfield
pionships in Kentucky high
school football will be decided which scored its third shutout both triumph it would leave
in this the final weekend of of the season 22-0 against Mar- those two and Hopkinsville tied
play for most teams.
ion County last week, must for first. That passibility seems
Hopkinsville, with a 9-1 beat Elizabethtown (5-4-1) Fri- remote, however, since Hoptown hasn't lost since its season
record, needs only to tie Frank- day night.
Oldham County needs only opener against Elizabethtown.
lin-Simpson Friday night to
clinch the Region I, First Dis- for Ft. Knox to lose in order to
Second-ranked Trigg County,
clinch the title and advance to which won its last nine games
trict title.
Trigg County and Trinity can the Second Region playoff after losing the opener 13-20 to
finish on top in the First Dis- against Second District Cham- fifth-ranked Pineville, is heavitrict of Region I in Class A and pion Tates Creek the following ly favored against Fulton City,
the city region of Class AAA re- week. Oldham County winds up winless in eight games this seaspectively by managing at least its season Friday night with son. The Pineville game, by the
Class A opponent Eminence 8- way, was the only one in which
to tie in their games.
The only other title at stake 2).
Trigg County allowed its oppoShould Franklin-Simpson (7- nents
is in the First District of Remore
than
one
2) beat Hopkinsville the Tigers
gion II in Class AA where Ft.
touchdown. In all the Wildcats
Knox i7-1-l) will be trying to could still win their district title

2395

YOUR OFFICIAL TOYLAND IS OPEN • TOP SELECTIONS NOW AVAILABLE! . . .
North 12th Street Extended
N......„Phone 753-7100

Easy Credit
Convenience

Rathe ilhaek

Authorized Sales Center
Sight and Sound Sales and Service

80 Main St.-Benton, Ky.
527-9900
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Provisions of New Social Security
Bill Signed by Nixon Are Explained

LBL Increases Tax Revenue of Counties
Payments in lieu of taxes
resulting from TVA's
Land
Between the. Lakes are more
than three times as much as the
county and school taxes from
that area before the project
began, according to Robert M.
Bowes, director of the 170,000acre recreation area.
The possible loss of tax
revenue had been of concern to
TVA and local officials when the
Land Between the Lakes
program began in 1964. After
study, TVA predicted that the
loss of property from local tax
rolls would be made up through
arrangements with Kentucky
and Tennessee state officials
involving redistribution of
payment in lieu of taxes which
the states receive from TVA's
electric power program.
"For the 1972 fiscal year
ended June 30," Howes said,
-Lyon County received $99,631
in lieu of taxes attributable
toLand Between the Lakes
property. This was nearly four
times the amount of former
annual county and school taxes
of $25,183 on those lands in that
county before rnacquistion by
TVA. For Trigg County the inlieu payment attributable to
Land Between the Lakes cam,
to $95,535 nearly three times the
former annual county and
school taxes of $32,307. In
Stewart County the in-lieu
payment of $52,583 was also
three times the amount of
former county taxes of $17,033,
on the same land Between the
Laketriand when it was on the
local tax roll."

to amounts reflecting changes law, it would hay been $594.
in their costs and earnings levThe taxes pay for Social Seels, Effective January 1973.
"sway cash beneifits and Part
—Use of Health Maintenance A of Medicare.
Organizations, pre-paid group
Medicaidhealth plans, will be encour-The law requiring all states
aged in an effort to cut Medi- to provide comprehensive Medicare costs. Effective July 1973. caid services to their poor by
1977 is repealed. Effective imSocial Security taxes—
The tax rate each for an indi- mediately.
vidual and employer will be
—Permission is granted the
raised to 5.85 per cent in 1973, states to cut back on their Me6.05 per cent in 1978, and 7.3 dicaid programs. Effective imper cent by 2011. This com- mediately.
pares with 5.2 per cent rate in
—Medicaid recipients will be
1972, scheduled under previous required to pay monthly preLaw to to go to 5.5 per cent next miums when able to do so. Efyear.
fective January 1973.
—The maximum annual earnWelfare programs for the
ings against which the tax is aged, blind and disabledpaid, $9,000 this year, will in-MI of the 3 million persons
crease under previous law to in these categories will be
$10,800 in 1973 and $12,000 start- guarantee $130 a month income
ing in 1974.
for an individual, $195 for a
—The maximum tax, $468 couple. If they also are on Soeach for the worker and em- cial Security, they will be guarployer this year, will be raised anteed $150 for a single person,
to $631.80 in 1973. Under pre- $215 for a couple. Effective
vious social Security-welfare January 1974.
The federal government will
pay the full cost of these new
national standards,
States which now pay more
than these levels can make supplementary payments so that
their recipients would not suffer loss of income.
creases will be limited-U1W
Xosjst t.si
— e—
_sists_iirplus food
percentage by which Social Secommodities will be ertminated
MUSCLE
-SHOALS, ALA.—A for these persons.
curity cash benefits are raised.
total of 211 Commercial ferEffective July 1973.
tilizer manufacturers and
—Professional Standards Redistributors
bought
exview Organizations will be
perimental TVA fertilizers for
created composed of physicians
test use in 43 states during the
to check on waste in Medicare
past year. These materials are
and Medcaid. Effective by
produced at the National
January 1974.
Fertilizer Development Center
—Physicians' Medicare here as part of TVA's program
charge increases will be limited of developing and introducing
improved fertilizers.
"We test-produce new fertilizers to complete the
development
of
process
technology and to provide
product for field use," said Dr.
LB. Nelson, TVA Manager of
Agricultural and Chemical
Development. "This helps
companies to evaluate a new
material. If it offers advantages
they may decide to build their
own production facilities."
Fertilizer materials from the
.FOR ALL IS BEST PRESERVED WHEN
Center also were used on more
than
1,000
whole-farm
---YOU EXERCISE THIS GREAT PRIVILEGE
demonstrations in 22 states and
Puerto Rico under Supervision
Siam •
Stamc
Ch tit a
AND DUTY
of local Extension agents.
C halt t
Hundreds of plot demonstrations across the Nation
helped evaluate the new fertilizers and pinpoint soil fertility
,
problems.
•
•
•
Materials for making fluid
ak
fertilizers continued to be used
in large quantities. Th largest
tonnage item was liquid 11-37-0,
which is used to make various
liquid mixed fertilizers. About
57,000 tons were distributed in
the year ended June 30.
41/^
More than 24,000 tons of two
new fluid products—one a clear
••••
liquid and the other a suspension—were used.
Use of four dry fertilizers
Swiss
exceeded 30,000 tons each. They
Chalet
f
were two grades of nitric
phosphates, ammonium nitrate
ammonium
and
sulfate
polyphosphate. The latter is
used primarily to make fluid
mixtures.
Total distribution of experimental fertilizers by the
Center was 257,760 tons. This
compares with 247,100 tons the
Savings grow quickly and safely in high-yield
previous year.
savings accounts. Billdozer checking makes
bill,paying a real push-over. ExtrAUTOna per car loans almost always save one full
p4ment. Personal loans are made courteously, easily, and in confidence; as well as
other loans for the good things in life. And
our financial advice is free. The extraordinary
bank keeps these "campaign" promises year
after year. That's what keeps the extraordinary bank the people's choice.
-'1
The Westvaco Paper ComIt's extraordinary what we can
pany is offering youth groups
pine seedlings at no charge to
do for you, if you let us.
be set out at demonstrations on
farmlands.
Persons
interested
in
receiving the 1,000 free
seedlings should contact Boyce
McCuiston, local Ranger for the
Division of Forestry.
Species which can be obtained
are White Pine or Loblolly Pine.
The trees should be planted in a
protected area.

WASHINGTON LAP) — Here
are principal provisions of the
Social Security reform bill
President Nixon signed Monday:
Social Security cash benefits-Widows will receive 100 per
cent of what their husbands
would have been entitled to, instead of 82,2 per cent as under
the old law. Benefits 3.4 million
women. Effective January 1973.
—A person who has reached
retirement age can earn $2,100
in a year without loss of benefits compared with the previous
$1,680. Above $2,100, he will
lose $1 for each $2 of earnings.
Benefits 1.6 million persons. Effective January 1973.
—Persons who work beyond
65 will receive a 1 per cent increase in benefits for each year
between 65 and 72. Effective
January 1973.
—Low-wage workers covered
by Social Security for 30, years
will receive a special $170 a
month payment. For each year
under 30, this will be reduced
$8.50 until it reaches the
present minimum of $84.50 a
month. Benefits 150,000 persons.
Effective January 1973.
—Men recipients in the future
—TIM-benefit from the garoatil-_
tirernent payment formula
available to women. Under
present law, a woman with an
earnings record identical to a
man gets $10 more a month if
both are entitled to the
maximum payment. Effective
beginning January 1973: fully
effective January 1975.
—all Americans will be issued Social Security numbers
when they enter school. Effec-

tive January 1973.
—The waiting period for disability payments will be reduced from six to five months.
Benefits 950,000 persons. Effective January 1973.
—A college student receiving
survivor benefits will continue
to get them at age 22 until he
completes a semester. Previously he lost them on reaching 22. Effective January 1973.
—Coverage will be extended
to 1.7 million disabled persons
now on the Social Security and
railroad retirement rolls. Effective July 1973.
—Sufferers from chronic kidney disease who need either
dialysis with kidney machines
or transplants will have their
treatment covered. Coverage
starts three months after a
course of dialysis begins. Effective July 1973.
—The annual deductible for
Part B of Medicare, which covers chiefly physicians, charges,
will be increased from--$50 to
$60. Effective January 1973.
—Persons eligible for Part A
hospital coverage will automatically be enrolled in Part B
unless they decline. Part B is
paid for with monthly premiums. Effective July 1973.

Experimental
Fertilizers
_F.,xit_p_prepliwil in- Used By Firms

In addition to the payments
related to Land Between the
Lakes, Lyon County received
$12,471 last fiscal year on account of other types of TVA
Trigg
property;
County
similarly got $21,281; while
Stewart County received $28,666
in tax replacement for TVA
reservoir lands and power
property.

Between the Lakes and the
annual growth of the TVA
payments to the states
availaable for redistribution.
In addition to the TVA
monies, the three counties also
receive substantial Federal
funds for impact school aid
attributable to the Land Bet-

As soon as the acquisition of
property for Land Between the
Lakes got under way, TVA
worked out arrangements with
the state officials for reflecting
Land Between the Lakes land in
their formulas for sharing the
state payments from TVA with
the affected counties. In Kentucky the school districts and
the county general funds
receive separate shares from
Commonwealth
the
redistribution; but in Tennessee
the school portion is included in
the overall county payment
from the State.
Over the first several years,
the Tennessee redistribution
formula provided only for
specific replacement of actual
former taxes on Land Between
the Lakes lands acquired in
Stewart County; but starting
with fiscal year 1971, as a result
of formula change, the state
reimbursement on Land Between the Lakes land was increased to some three times the
amount of former county taxes.
The annual payments, now
approaching a cumulative total
of nearly a million dollars,
reflect both the gradual buildup
of land liurchase for Land

October ZS, 1972
ADULTS. 98
NURSERY..6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Lewis ( Mrs. Mary
Louise) Route 2, Paris, Tenn.
• DISMISSALS
John David Adams, 202
Tropic, Jackson, Ohio, Master
Michael Warren Copeland, 802
College Cts., Murray, Master
Norman Leroy Frazier, Jr.,
Route 2, Hazel, Charles Porter
Huie, Farmington, David
Kenneth Palmer, Route 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Sherla Jane
Underwood, Hazel, Jack
William Stanley, 1004 College
Cts., Murray, Earl Nix Wilson,
Jr., Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Rita
Sue Wtson, Route 2, Murray,
Milton McNeal Williams, Route
5, Murray, Mrs. Sula Jane
Cunningham, 1402 Sycamore,
Murray, Brent Orlis Butterworth, 702 Meadow Lane,
Murray, Amos Malcomb McCarty, Sr., 220 North 13th,
Murray, Richzrd Anthony
Smith, Route 5, Murray,
Durward Madison Potts, Route
1, Kirksey, Mrs. Muria Pearl
Brandon, 815 Hurt, Murray,
MrL Dixie Lela Palmer Route
------1, Kirksey. ,

Hospital Report

ween the Lakes program, and
some shared revenues from the
Barkley reservoir lands held by
the Army Corps of Engineers.
"Also, Mr. Howes said, "the
counties have been relieved of
public service responsibilities
and any need for direct local
government expenditures
within the Land Betwwen the
Lakes area."
Mr. Howes explained that
TVA is not authorized to make
payments in lieu of taxes
directly to local governments on
account of Land Between the
Lakes property. However, the
TVA Act does provide for
sizable annual payments on
TVA power property and
operations. Most of the TVA
payment, which is related to
power revenues, goes to the
state governmer.ts, with
counties receiving smaller
amounts. Kentucky and Tennessee, in turn, redistribute to
their local units of ...goverrunent
substantial shares of the
payments the respective states
receive from TVA.

"LESS TAXES"

•
Katterjohn
for Congress.

FREEDOM * LIBERTY

ONE 3-0Z. BOTTLE
OF YOUR CHOICE
WITH EACH FILL-UP
OF 8 GALS. OR MORE
AT PARTICIPATING
GULF DEALERS

2

RI

Romano
Cheese

THE
"PEOPLES
CHOICE"

Green
Goddess

Alpine
Italian

S14
halet

Tangy
French

1001
Island

Sums
Chalet

spring
Onion

Try :new) Swiss Chalet.

Pine Seedlings
Available To
Youth Groups

DRESSING

Give your salads delicious, excitingly different fIcwqr with Swiss Chalet dressing.
Smooth, exhilarating. Vacuum packed for
freshness. Unlike any dressing you've ever
tasted.

GULF DEALERS WHERE YOU SEE
THE FREE SALAD DRESSING SIGN.

MURRAY

KY.
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FINED IN PADUCAH
Milton Eddie Armstrong of
Murray was fined $29.50 on a
charge of speeding in the McCracken County Court, a(-cording to ,the court report
published in the Paducah ,SunDemocrat.
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ST JOHN

Azores
children
amazing

f.

•

Odate
ilf
. its all in knowing the Right Place to shop!

By JEFFREY
ST. JOHN
Copley News Service
SAO MIQUEL, Azores —
"There is a magic in names,"
observed the British novelist
H. G. Wells, "and the mightiest among these words of
magic is Atlantis."
Legend and folklore say
that the rune islands that cornprise the Azorean archipelago
are all that remain of the
mythical civilization of Atlantis, supposedly destroyed long
ago by a cataclysmic earthquake.
The legend of the Lost Continent of Atlantis takes on an
air of sernireality when a visitor tours these lush green islands shrouded by sea mist.
However, it is the living —
particularly the Azorean children — not the legend, that
impresses the visitor.
The people of the Azores,
first discovered and settled in
the 15th Century, defy all of
the American sociological
conventional wisdom that
poverty and primitive living
standards degrade and demoralize a people. By American standards, the people of
these islands are very poor;
over half still do not have
electricity or running water.
However, what you discover about the Azoreans almost
immediately is that their in.----ternal-pride-a&-persons.aRows
them to transcend their poverty. Nowhere is this- more
apparent than in the children;
their handsome, honest faces
radiate external physical
beauty, while possessing an
internal stability, serenity
and curiosity.
It is not very hard to believe
a local observer when you are
told that the Azorean parents
"love their children deeply
and lavishly."
Despite their poverty, particularly in the countryside,
Azorean children appear
clean and neat and reflect a
robust health, on a diet that
lacks meat and is largely
made up of grain, fish and
vegetables.
One is struck, moreover, by
how well dressed most of the
children are. You soon discover that part of the reason is
,
I that the many Azoreans who
emigrate to the United States
and settle in New Bedford,
Mass., near Boston, or near
San Pedro, San Jose and San
Diego,Calif:, either return for
visits loaded down with
American clothes fir their
relatives or they send them
back here by mail.
For almost a full century,
Portuguese Azoreans have
left these islands for a better
life in the United States, Canada, or Brazil. When they re
turn home, the airport welcome is something like
Christrnad rind the 4th of July
rolled into one. There is much
welcome with weeping and
shared joy by those left behind that someone from their
village or town has come back
to tell the tales of riches to be
found.
Whether they come back
swaggering with their success
or humbly grateful for the
bounty they have earned by
working hard in America,
Canada or Brazil, the fact is
that most who do leave do
eventually return to rejoice
with their relatives.
(St. John is a CBS Radio
Network "Spectrum" commentator and is seen on the
CBS-TV "Morning News"
with John Hart.)
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Compare at 3,99
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Two styles of long sleeve shirts
with french front and cuffs. Sizes
S. M. I and XL in many new fall
colors.

Boys
NYLON
JACKET
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'

Compare at 8.99

%Ott
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•
4

33

Compare at 9.99

Wool and acrylic linen CPO
shirt with pile lining. New
longer collar and shirt tail.
Sizes 8 to 18 in selected
plaids.
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Nylon taffeta zip front reversible ski jacket with hood
and draw string. Sizes S to
18 in gold, navy, royal and
chocolate.

SCOTCH PINE
6 ft, 6"

)STORING IT
MAKES WASTE!
SELLING IT
MAKES CASH!
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•
7 oz. tube
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2

77c

FOR 300=

Reg. 1.88
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Set complete with dispenser and 2 refills.
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choice
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Schick
HOT LATHER

100% nylon rib knit
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& DRY
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Now
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Jumbo Roll
CHINA STIRS
On Oct. 10, 1911, Chinese
revolutionaries under Dr. Sun
Yat-sen overthrew the Manhu dynasty.
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Tradition traps
African women
By RICHARD CARDINALE
Copley News Service

Cattlemen
Offered New
Data Service

'No-Fault' Insurance'
Wins Business Support

N4

"No-fault" insurance has won insurance-that it would reduce
By WENDELL P. BUTLER
support of a majority of in pre:Mims and court- docket
Commissioner of Agriculture
dependent business owners in a
Department
of nationwide poll, but their congestion-have high appeal
The
independent businessmen,
Agriculture's Division of support is less enthusiastic than for
many of whomause vehicles in
Markets of offering cattlemen a might be expected.
businesses.
their
carcass data service, providing
Federal no-fault automobile Massachusetts, the first state
there is sufficient interest insurance legislation, inwith no-fault insurance, has
among producers.
troduced by Senator Philip A. twice
premium
ordered
Kentucky,
implemented
in
If
Hart, Michigan, won favorable reductions to reflect lower
it will be another cooperative votes from 63 percent of the
program between the State independent owners polled by benefit payments.
for
issue,
many
At
Agriculture Department and the National Federation of
businessmen, is at what level
the U.S. Department of Independent Business. The 26
Agriculture. The program has percent opposing the legislation tort liability would be retained,
been operating on a pilot basis were much more vocal in their Allowing suits when losses
in some Midwestern states and comments,and a large number, exceed $2,500, with no fault
coverage below that, would
has proven successful there.
11 percent, registered as
fully compensate 94 percent of
The program operates in this "undecided."
all victims, the Department of
manner; A farmer buys
The business support is
Transportation has stated.
specially designed eartags at 50 considerably
below
that
Some respondents indicated
cents each from the Division of reported by a national poll of
Forestry officials Wade Roberts, fire control assistant, and Ed Joiner, Law Enforcement offi('er,
concern that insurance should
Markets. When animals with the general population.
The be mandatory, and the Hart bill discuss the detection system with Pete Smith, pilot. in front of the plane which will be used for fly lug
eartags are slaughtered, a meat Gallup poll found that four-outfIre detection in this county during the fall fire season.
inspector will remove the tag of-five persons who understand does provide this. Some exconcern
pressed
nowhether
from ear and attach it to the no-fault insurance favor it.
fault would, in effect, relax
carcass.
The Federation's poll finds
A USDA meat grader is then Kentucky business people split curbs against reckless driving.
While Federalization versus
notified to evaluate quality and this way: 64 percent favor
The Kentucky Division of
Persons who see a fire that is Kentucky Division of Forestry
yield grade factors of the Federal no-fault insurance, 24 State jurisdiction was argued Forestry has announced that out of control should
call Boyce office at Mayfield, telephone
a
by
Maryland
inmany,
tagged carcasses. After this percent oppose it, and 12 perCalloway County is now being McCuiston at 753-3087, or the
surance
commented:
agent
No. 247-3913 I collect).
"I
data is recorded, it is sent to the cent are not readycommit
patrolled daily by airplane for
don't believe that we have a
Agricultural Marketing Ser- themselves.
grass and forest fire detection.
problem that the insurance
vice's Carcass Data Center in
Many of the dissenters say no- industry cannot solve. I believe This is a new service by the
Washington. There it will be fault insurance should not be
Kentucky Division of Forestry',
processed and returned to the Federally -imposed, add it behooves the industry to get and we feel it will be a big help
respective states, which in turn one...but left up to the States, together and work out a no- in locating fires.
will get it out to the producers. which traditionally have fault plan and encourage all
Local Forest Ranger Boyce
states to adopt it."
McCuiston,
explained that we
governed
the
insurances
Farmers are billed .21.50,1oe
-I believe the Federal are now well into the fall fire
each evaluation they receive, or business. "Keep the Federal
$1.50 per animal. Of course government out of the in- government should create the season and asked that citizen
pay particular attention to the
TVA has a limited amount of farm land for
some tags may be lost due to surance business," wrote a guidelines but the State should
be responsible for the plan," burning law KRS 149,400 which
one reason or another, so a Texas office supply owner.
and Iowa insurance agent briefly states "no burning
"The Federal government
rent in Land Between the Lakes in scattered,
farmer will not necessaril
wrote. Many businessmen in the except between the hous of 4:30
--Y----has
no-excuse-foe
tampering—
receive a return on every
:
. end 12:08 midnight."
with the states' right to enact - insurance and-legal professions---rrn-.
animal tagged.
isolated iocatiom that
crop.
"All fires spotted by this
• ....
We feel that this is a good legislation on on-fault in- voted against the Hart bill; they
constitute
a
small
percentage
airplane
of
will
be
reported
to
surance,"
the
wrote
an
Oklahoma
program for farmers who would
sharing basis.
the total votes, the Federation local ranger and will be checked
like to evaluate their cattle as to proprietor.
out by him or other forestry
The Hart bill ( co-sponsoring said.
quality and yield. Such inState tabulation attached.
officials., and if burning
formation can be very helpful to by Senator Warren Magnuson,
Anyone interested in farming this land may
illegally; the offender will be
Washington)
has
been
feeder cattle producers.
cited
into
court,"
a
characterized
spokesman
as
a
"Pure"
noFarmers who are interested
said.
in the program should contact fault system since an injured Toil of parents
obtain additional information by contacting the
Mr. McCuiston is asking
TOKYO tliPli - Nearly
the Division of Markets, Ken- party could not sue for pain and
"your fullest cooperation in not
tucky
Department of suffering. Compensation for three of every' 1,000 Japanese
Agriculturist, TVA, Land Between the Lakes,
burning until after 4:30 p.m.,
Agriculture, Plaza Tower, property loss, repairs, medical children boat a mother orfather
or both in traffic accidents, a
and only then after you have
Frankfort 40601, as soon as expenses, lost wages, etc., government
survey shows. The
carefully cleared a line around
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231.
possible. A minimum request of would be paid by the insured's survey by the Prime Minister's
the material to be burned to
own
company,
under the bill. office covered 21 million
1,000 tags is needed before the
prevent it from spreading, and
Major claims for no-fault Japanese children.
program can be initiated.
when the wind is calm."

ter in the marriage market.
It is a common scene to see
a husband sauntering along a
NAIROBI - Women's lib dusty road, half crocked on
doesn't seem to have a prayer cheap beer, herding two or
of catching on in black Africa
three wives heavily burdened
for a long, long time.
with firewood, water and chilThe proud and decorative dren. Rural wives usually are
women who live in Africa's highly decorative in their colmajor cities can be as eman- orful beads and earrings, but
cipated, sophisticated and
their subservient status is liteducated as any. But these
tle changed from that of cenare a small minority, sharply
turies ago.
different in manner and outAfrican's explain that this
look from their rural sisters.
passivity could be because
A hard look at the life-style
women in Africa have an asof the vast majority of women
sured place in society, a secuin black Africa, particularly
rity based on a traditional
outside the cities, would send
pattern of living, and if their
a Gloria Steinem away in
work seems menial to a Westtears.
erner, it has for them a meaWomen are, for the most sure of dignity and imporpart, trapped in a tradition of
tance.
farm drudgery, the rearing of
The women of black Africa
large families, and, in some
differ widely as to education,
countries, antiquated legal
affluence and life-style, but in
systems which ignore their
Kenya and many other counrights. They have no early
tries they are alike in that
prospect for a way out, even if
many cling to such ancient
they wanted out.
traditions as polygamous
Most of them don't. Somemarriages and female cirhow, the women of rural Africumcision, which is known
ca don't seem anxious to fight
only to Africa.
the system. They accept a
Such goings-on, which
subservient role and hard
shock American Negro tourwork without complaint. It
ists seeking their African
has been a way of life forever.
heritage, are slowly on the
As a yesult, insofar as Womway out, however, as are
en's Lib is cotaeerned, rural
some other tribal practices.
black Africa is where the
City women, for instance,
United States was well before
no longer have two to six of
Susan B. Anthony.
their lower front teeth ex-theris-are_mana.__ traded sa measure to allow
more educated and profesfeeding should they contrail
sional women in Africa thara lockjaw.
before independence 10 to 15
years ago - five women are Recycling eay
mayors of African cities, for
NEW IORK 4UP11 example - the emphasis still Citizen recyclers have received
is on male achievement. The more than $6.25 million for the
glass bottles they have collected
men get most of the breaks. and taken to bottle reclamation
In Kenya, one of the more centers in the past two years.
enlightened countries of East
Container
Glass
The
Africa in women's rights, Manufacturers Institute
there are two women mem- reported on the second anbers of Parliament ( out of niversary of the industry's
175( and a woman mayor of bottle redemption program that
Nairobi - President Ken- about 1.25 billion glass conturned over in the
yatta's daughter Margaret. tainers wereperiod.
(.itizens
two-year
But only 11 Per cent of the stu- received about a penny a pound
dent body at the University of for the waste glass.
Nairobi are women - a figure reminiscent of education
in the United States a century
ago.
While women in secretarial
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
and sales work have been on
the increase in the cities,
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New Agency Protects
Auto Repair Customers
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Safety Pack
By JOHN STOWELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - An
unexpected shortage of childproof containers has prompted
the Food and Drug Administration to quietly delay the
deadline for safety packaging
of aspirin, dangerous drugs and

certain linaments.
The notice, published without
public announcement in the
Federal Register a week ago,
gives the nation's 55,000 retail
pharmacists until Jan. 22, 1973,
to comply.
The original deadlines, based
on a two-year-old law, had been
Aug. 14 for aspirin, Sept. 21 for
methyl salicylate or wintergreen oil, and Oct. 24 for 4,300
types of such controlled drugs
as amphetamines, barbiturates
and narcotics.
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'Every Four Years'
To Be Aired, WKMS

TOM HOLLAND, Evangelist
of Henderson, Tennessee
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GOSPEL MEETINGS
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The cleanest
WASHINGTON (UPI' The cleanest air of the nation's
18 largest metropolitan areas
belongs to the Southwest
Metroplex, an eight-county
6,214 square mile area centered around Dallas-Fort
Worth in Texas.
This finding is part of a
study made by the Urban
Institute of lit ashington, D.C..
which also says the Southwest
: persons per
Metroplex has 34square mile-third lowest
among the nation's top 20
metropolitan areas.

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Route 1
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

TYPHOON TITANG
On Oct. 15, 1970, typhoon
Titang hit the Philippines,
killing 583 persons.

FDA officials said a field survey under way indicates that
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and that the deadline might
have to be extended also for
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Doctor,
A leading New York laboraworking with a cosmetic simple
a
tory, has developedrinse
s away
home treatment that
up acne
blackheads. helps dry enla
rged
.pimples. and shrinksthis medipores. The name of EN HELcated product is QUEMASQUE.
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the skin tightening experienfacia
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muscles and eases tensionsuffer
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give
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Winter Tire Care Tips
Offered By Safety Group
Washington, D.C.—While
millions of skiers look to the s
sky and think "snow," millions
of motorists should look at their
car and think "tires."
"Winter weather brings
hazardous driving conditions to
their peak," says Ross R. Ormsby, Chairman of the Tire Industry Safety Council. "Both
the safety and the mobility of
the driver and the car are put to
the utmost test. Proper and well
glared for tires will give a
distinct advantage during the
rough months ahead."
The Council offers these tips
on winter tire care:
—Consider the weather conditions you expect to encounter
(in your area,and make sure you
have the proper type tires your
car will need.
—In areas where long months
of glare ice and hard packed
snow prevail, safety studded
snow tires have been found to
provide increased starting and
stopping ability plus improved
cornering,
and
greater
manuverability. Always check
your state's limitations to make
sure you comply with any
restricted periods of use for
studded tires.
—Snow tires with an open
tread pattern and deep tread
grooves are recommended for
cars in areas where snow and

'LESS TAXES"

Katterjohn
for Congress.
PI Pot Mr

ice may be periodically found
on the roads.
—Check inflation regularly.
Changing temperatures affect a
tire's air pressure. For every 10
degree drop in temperature, a
tire's pressure goes down about
one pound.
—"Bald tires"—Tires worn to
a tread groove depty of onesixteenth inch—are dangerous
even when road conditions are
excellent due to the possibility
of sudden disablement. For
safety's sake get rid of them.
Reginna Cunningham
—Winter tires deserve the
Faxon Senior Queen
same "break-in" period as do
regular tires, • It is recommended speeds not exceed 60
mioes per hour during the first
50 miles oT driving.
—Deflating your tires in order
to get additional traction in
snow is an "old wives' tale."
Deflating your tires means
The annual fall festival was
decreased traction in snow or
held at the Faxon Elementary
ice.
"Caring for your car, and School on Saturday night,
especially its tires, can mean a October 28. The event is
world of difference this winter, sponsored by the teachers and
but don't defeat your purpose by students and Mothers Club.
Crowned as Senior Queen was
driving carelessly," say Ormsby. "During tricky weather Reginna Cunningham, daughter
conditions, a good driver will of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Cunalways adjust to road conditions ningham, and as Senior King
and drive even more defen- was Donald Colson, son of Mr.
sively. Don't become a sen- and Mrs. Cleo Colson. Both are
seless -statistic. Slow down on in the fifth grade.
The Junior Queen was
slippery roads and at sinConaway,
Lynn
tersection, and keep a safe Tammy
distance between you and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
car ahead."
Harvey Conaway, and the
Junior King was Jay Eric
Tree bark
Young,son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
for garden
F. Young. Both are in the third
N-Ett YORK.IliP1 I — Tree grade.
bark has become big business
Other contestants for the
as a soil conditioner and
landscape %Aide for home senior king and queen, grades
gardenera, says the National five through eight were as
Bark Producers Association. follows: Rosemarie Ross,
The product, says the trade daughter of Mr. and W'.
group, lends a neat, artistic Robert Ross, and John Elliott,
touch to home landscaping, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James
playgrounds and parks.
Elliott, sixth; Rhonda Young,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Young, and Mark

Donald Colson
Faxon Senior King

Senior And Junior Kings
And Queens Named, Faxon
Darnell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Darnell, seventh;
Diane Choate, daughter of Mrs.
Dora May Choate, and Donny
Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Miller, eighth.
Junior queen and king contestants were Jill Childress,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Childress, and Dennis Sheppard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Sheppard, first; Paula Underhill, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Handel] Underhill, and
Ronnie Bryan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ronnie Bryan, second;
Renita Underhill, daughter of
Mr.and Mrs. Morris Wilson, nd
Gene Dowdy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Max Dowdy, fourth.
The 1971 Junior Queen and
King'were Lyvette Duncan,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Duncan, and Michael
Garrison, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Garrison. Senior Queen
and King for 1971 were Tina
Eldridge, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Eldridge, and
Richie Morris, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Morris.

16 depression and carnival glass water set.s, pressed carnial and depression glass, cedar chest, china cabinet,
empire dresser, trunks, old rocker, 2 oak tables, electric

10 Miles from Murray on New Concord Highway
'/4

SPECIAL PURCHASE
SAVE UP TO

50%
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FALL AND WINTER

28
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Yes! Some may have a very slight imperfection,
but many of these suits and sportscoats are
perfect in tailoring and manufacturing. You will
find it no trouble to recognize these expertly
tailored garments to be made by one of
America's leading manufacturers of men's
clothing. You must see them to appreciate these
wonderful buys.

We Have

DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS
Sizes To 52 Waist Lengths To 36

88

EEL

tE
988

Tammy Lynn Conaway and Jay Eric Young
Faxon Junior Queen and King

College Graduates Lose
SUITS and
SPORTCOATS Less Work To Sickness
Styles and Shades

NN

SHIRTS
BELTS
SWEATERS

To 37 Sleeve Length
to Size 52
To

XXXL

master charge
1'W t.0
.1 44444

1,000 kWh in various U.S. Cities
compared with the present
rates in the Tennessee Valley
region and its larger cities:.
$27.16, New York, City;
$25.18, Boston; $20.26 Chicago;
$19.99, St. Louis; $19.24 U.S.
Average; $18.65 , Washington,
D.C.; $17.30, Louisville; $17.09,
Little Rock; $16.00, Asheville;
$15.83, Birmingham; $14.95,
Atlanta.
$15.89, Highest rate for TVA
power; $14.61, Knoxville, Nashville; $14.14, Chattanooga;
$13.82, Tennessee Average;
$13.71, Memphis; $13.31,
Huntsville, $11.52, Lowest rate
for TVA power.
Local rates for TVA power
depend on which of several
retail rate schedules the local
electric distribution system
uses. Among the lowest are
those ar Cullman, Alabama;
Hopkinsville, Kentucky; and
Elizabethton, Humboldt,
Shelbyville, and Tullahoma,
Tennessee.
Home consumers using TVA
power are paying an average of
1.28 cents a kilowatt-hour for
electricity, up from .89 of a cent
five years ago but still less than
60 per cent of the national
average. This difference results
not only from the lowet rates
here for comparable amounts of
electricity, but also from the
unusually high home use of

electricity in the Tennessee comparable bill in the TVA
Valley region. Higher levels of region would be between $2,7
use can be served at a lower and $2,918.
The FPC explains that its
charge per kilowatt-hour and in
this region the average is about report "does not attempt to
evaluate the many factors
1,200 kWh a month.
which result in differences in
The rate pattern is similar for the level of bills—proximity to
commercial and industrial fuel sources type and size of
power use. For example, the generating
equipment,
FPC report shows a natiOnal customer density or utility
average bill of $3,744 for an ownership." Several of these
industrial customer using factors contribute to the lower
200,000 kilowatt-hours. The rates in the TVA region.
V.

DRUGS
"'W44,te- Quafity &wit," <
pe...e,753-1462
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

15% Cash Discount On
All Prescriptions
Dristan
50's
$149

Reg. 1,O5

'•

SAO

Joe Lookofsky
MEN'S WEAR
Dependable Since 1912
120 So. 6th St.
Mayfield, Ky.

difference in
NEW YORK,N.Y., Oct. 20—It was some
has long been a truism that a disability when comparing
college degree leads to a higher occupations. According to the
blue-collar
paying job, but recent findings statisticians
show that advanced education workers lost about 11
/
2 times as
may also be related to better many days from work as did
health in later life.
white-collar workers-6.4 days
According to a study by for the former compared to 4.2
statisticians, people in the days in the latter. Service
higher socioeconomic levels workers averaged 5.3 days of
lose less time from work on work loss a year.
account of illness, than those in
the lower levels.
In a survey that covered the
17-64 age range, college
graduates lost fewer than half
as many days from work as did
those with less than nine years
of formal schooling. The college
graduates were absent an
average of 3.4 days in 1968,
wh9le members of the other
group were absent 7.5 days.
High
school graduates
reported 5.0 sick days from
work, whereas those who had
three or fewer years of college
lost and average 4.7 days of
work.

ROMAN BRIO
3.00 Size

FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1972

•
so seek them out and don't sit •
mooning while others take their •
a
plaee in the sun.

Cologne
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
CAPRICORN
ARIES
(Dec. 22'ttirJan. 20)
nts,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Maintain a calm attitude in
Don't run with the con- all situations now, and
you can
formists now. A little daring avoid a lot of frustration.
Stress
could pay off — which usually tact in all dealings — especially
pleases the Mien.
with members of the opposite
'1.69
TAURUS
sex.
30's
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Size
This will be a day calling for AQUARIUS
(Jan.
21
to
Feb.
19)
12.50 Size
good judgment. Do not let
Aim for your loftiest goals,
unexpected situations ruffle you
and do not let yourself be make careful decisions and put
pushed into errors by the forth your best efforts. This day
has many rewards for the
prodding of others.
thoughtful, diligent worker and
GEMINI
$119
thinker.
(May 22 to June 21i U
' Step up energy and join the PISCES
'get-up-and-go' group. (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Translate good ideas into
A fine outlook! Day will be
laudable action. Your en- good for making profitable
thusiasms are relished by all. deals and arrangements.
Knuckle down to steady
Dispense them willingly.
ANTACID MINTS
CANCER
business, forge ahead with a
carefully prepared program.
(June 22 to July 231
Bottle of 75
A day in which to give extra
YOU BORN TODAY are
care to finances. In all spen- . endowed
with outstanding gifts
ding, keep one.eye:
rase_ rv_ea. of leadership and,
Reg.
although you
Don't deplete thern.
preferdoIng thing's.in- yhttr -vorir4-0—
LEO
way, can, when teamwork is
$119
(July 24 to Aug. 231 1124:4-g required,
cooperate with
Don't sidestep essentials in remarkable efficiency
favor of frivolous pursuits. You will. Your personality and good
is
have a chance for better-than- intense and dynamic of the
type so
OXIPOR
ordinary gains and prestige characteristic of
the Scorpio
now, so make the most of it.
born, but here it is somewhat
VIRGO
softened by a poetical and
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
somewhat tnystic side. When
If you Cannot attain in one you "bury" this side
Reg. '4.00
of your
way, you can in another. Many nature, however,
you can
"impossibles" are possible now become
overaggressive,
and, with a little ingenuity, you hypercritical
and given to
can better past records.
sarcasm. Something to think
LIBRA
about, yes? You have a keen
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 -n--r1 sense of perception and
are
Give extra attention to always objective in
your
business affairs now. The thinking.
slightest carelessness or
neglect of detail could cause
needless losses later.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rkftr"
Making progress may not be
easy now, but steady advancement is possible if you
work for it. Aim to solve
problems with equanimity,
through restrained discussions.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(14cV
Jupiter auspicious. You have
fine opportunities to advance,

Dr. H. C. Denham
Optometrist

The study also noted a differential in disability related to
the level of income. Persons
with annual income under $5,000
averaged more than seven days
of work loss in 1969, but those
whose annual income exceeded
$10,000 averaged only 4.1 days
away from work that year.
While not as dramatic, there

1

of his office in
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Office Hours: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday Thru Friday
9:00 a.m.-12:00 nocin Saturday
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Market 414 Sales
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES

414 N. Market St. — Don Veazey, Mgr.
Paris, Tenn. — Phone 901-642-6996
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Your Individual Horoscope
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VHC

DOUBLE KNIT

Very Desirable Patterns

AL

Electric rates in communities
served with TVA power continue to be among the lowest in
the Nation, a new edition of the
Federal Powe Commission's
annual report on Typical
Electric Bills shows.
The report shows a national
average monthly bill at the
start of 1971 of $19.24 for a home
using 1,000 kilowatt-hours. That
compares with bills ranging
from $11.52 to $15.89 for the
same amount of electricity for
customers of TVA power
distributors, the agency said
today.
The average bill for 1,000 kWh
was only $13.82 in Tennessee,
where nearly all the communities surveyed are served
by electric systems distributing
TVA power. That was the lowest
level for any states except
Washington, and Oregon, where
low-cost hydroelectric power
from the
Columbia River
system is a major part of power
supplies.
The report does not reflect
widespread electric rate increases that have occurred
across the country since the
time of the FPC survey in early
1971. TVA said. There has been
no general increase during that
period in TVA rates, which had
been increased previously.
Following are. January 1971
typical rates for home use of

ROUIIDS

Mile Off 121 on 614

Open 7 Days a Week from 8 fil 9

OFF

I
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FPC Report Shows PIA Rates Are Low

Willie's Place
WEAR

THU

.
tc

Mattress, Bumper
and Bib

4-PIECE SPANISH

1 Pair

ELECTRIC SCISSORS
with

RECLINER $11/100
CHAIRS 'rt uP
SWAG
LAMPS

'38'
9

BEDROOM SUITE

$34295
FREE!

SET OF CHINA

with purchase of Dining Room
Suite, Tables, Chairs and China

$795
/ up
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General Electric •

CLOSE-UP

Fm/Am

irz..,,, ,.0id) TOOTHPASTE

Choice of Regular, Menthol, Lime.

eel Choice of Regular or
Cool Mint Large size 4.6-oz.

6%-oz can.

CLOCK
Compact cabinet styling, RADIO
Big

sr
•a
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ill

easy to read clock face, Slide rule
tuning control, 4" dynomic Speaker
1111
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C4500
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Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's

OW
owa
Al.00wo4.
—.

fligtTw-a-y 641 MURRAY,KY.

SAFE-T
DISCOUNT PHARMACY

RES

CRAIG'S
ISOPROPYL

RUBBING ALCOHOL
For Rubbing & Massaging
16-oz. Plastic Bottle

IPTIONS

sci‘e $ 1 739

DIAL

SIN UTAB

Anti-Perspirant
Roll-On

TABLETS

IOU

Helps unblock blocked
iheads due to congestion
0 sinuses and common

DEODORANT

1

•

The Only True Discount Prescription
Prices!

3.

HAND
CREAM

Values to '12.87
Men's Double Knit

3.75-oz. Jar

111111111132=1110

Antacid Suspension

vos
SHAMPOO

Fresh Smooth Taste

Choice of Regular,
Dry, Oily

RIOPAN
Riopan
/
1
4011s.

12-oz. Liquid

Reg. '1.15

• Sizes 29-38

Queens Brand

GET YOUR ...

SOAP-FILLED

LEAF RAKES

MEN'S

PAJAMAS

Bag of 50

BARN
PAINT
Special Selection!
LADIES
Reg. '3.98

Baby Pants

Gallon
29
$2

Electric Glue
& Mending
Sizes 8-18

•60 second bonding
•1 electric glue gun
•4 glue sticks & 3 sealer sticks
•Glue sealer
17
10.00 Value $6

• GIRLS'

PULLOVER
SWEATERS
$295
Sizes 4-6X
Asst Colors

Available

LADIES

WALL
PAINT

s 11. 27

Round Point

SHOVEL

•Non-Toxic, Lead Free
•All Colors
Ideal for
baby
furniture!

VAN WYCK

VAN WYCK

ELECTRIC
MIXER

DELUXE

Reg. '8.97

ROASTWELL

OVAL
ROASTER

Blender
•Avacado •8 Speeds
•Compact

•White, Avacado, Gold

Check These Items for Your
Christmas Gift List:

Reg. '14.95

Sizes

BEATLE B

Long Handle
Reg. '3.47

With Built-In Gravy Well

Reg. '16.27

Reduced!

Black, Brown, White
Side Zip

American Made
ATLAS

$ 1 17

GRANNY
BOOTS

THE PHAN

White & Avacado

$ ?9
1 .,

All Colors

'Is,

KNIFE

ENAMEL

GUN

as illustrated

Insulated
RUBBER
BOOTS

PAINT

39c

SLICING-CARVING

No. 60JJ Carry-Lite Magnum
DECORATOR
BRAND
LATEX SEMI-LOSS

THERMOGRIP

* SHOE DEPARTMENT *

Master-Kote
Inside Latex

LOOK
I KNIT
A 5

VAN "'WYCK
ELECTRIC HEAVY DUTY

MASTER-MOTE
INSIDE LATEX

:
"s "ION •Ouato cOwte
at.co<so cipopto l‘Gio
•-. ••tc.$ touwea"°

JEANS

•••••on. conowi
for ro
,
Tow p.m 6••••/ or ow
Slat 111411O•m000 O.* Mr it

BLONDIE

TOUGH-KOTE

tonrSfeeves & Legs

11Ao11060,T ION
TO *IT IT

with Ties
Extra Heavy
Duty

Sizes 3 ('

/0..• LIT 'KW* a g or
it•••
TO LINIOl*Cr

+Ow Pim mwolE

55 Gallon Size

$287

SERUUS
NORTHERNER

WEST LIBERTY,
These are the days
football is shuttled b4
forth under an autu
studded with sheep-woo
when a bit of fire an
hearthstone beckon t
homeward, and whet
bush and tree seems s
with color for a crayor
In Eastern Kentucky
has created a gleam'
and silver chain that
along the Mountain
all the way from the
to the mountain
Making a double loop
parkway is Interstate
miles to the north.
Motorists can trave
using the two highwa:

AT UNCLE JEFF'S

PADS

Package of 4

Mountai

7-oz. Bottle

Reg. '1.72

Sizes S thru XL

Rediscover Ker

$s says Ile VA...

VASELINE
INTENSIVE CARE

PAJAMAS

PAGE THIRTEEN

* Vanity Mirror
* Place Mat Sets
* Book Ends
* Wall Plaques
* Fondue Fork Set

and Up

NANCY
I ASKE
NEXT
PLAYIN
BUT H
WON'T
QUIT

VAN WYCK
DELUXE ELECTRIC

ICE CRUSHER
Reg. '10.27

Glassware
•Vases, all shapes &
sizes
•Candle holders
•Pitchers
•BOwls
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WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—
These are the days when a
football is shuttled back and
forth under an autumn sky
studded with sheep-wool clouds,
when a bit of fire and warm
hearthstone beckon travelers
homeward, and when every
bush and tree seems spattered
with color for a crayon box.
In Eastern Kentucky, nature
has created a gleaming gold
and silver chain that stretches
along the Mountain Parkway
all the way from the Bluegrass
to the mountain country.
Making a double loop with the
parkway is Interstate 64, a few
miles to the north.
Motorists can travel the loop,
using the two highways, and, if

GI
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they choose, stop at Carter
Caves, Greenbo, Natural
Bridge or Jenny Wiley State
Resort Parks
that are like
pendant gems attached to the
chain.
If they should venture off into
country Lanes and sideroads,
autumn tourists might even find
a diamond on an Elliott County
hillside, or gather garnets
washed into nearby Hamilton
Branch.
This is the season beautiful in
the hill country, where October
and November gild mountains,
valleys, and glens with color
and sparkle them with gold and
silver bits.
Nothing is more thrilling to a
highlander, on his way from
what oldtirners called the low
country, than a point on the
Mountain Parkway in Clark
County where one gets his first
glimpse of the hills.
To hill-born folks, this view
engenders something akin to
patriotism—the feeling of pride
'Kentuckians get when driving
up Capitol Avenue in Frankfort
and seeing the Capitol ahead, or
when hearing a band strike up
"My Old Kentucky Home."
Kentucky's rapid transit
highways provide a quick way
to see the commonwealth, but
they are designed with
numerous exits that lead into
smaller towns along the way,
where the tempo is slower and
where history is part of today.

Travelers can follow the
smaller roads into Fleming
County, organized in 1798 from
a part of Mason County.
A stop at Owingsville is
rewarded by a view of the
historic Bath County courthouse, gleaming white in the
midday sun and turning coppery in the late evening.
Southeast of Owingsville, you
discover Olympia, where, in
past decades tourists came
from many states to drink the
health giving water and participate and enjoy the then
popular Olympian Springs Spa.
An exit off 1-64 in Rowan
County will lead you to
Morehead, a city with heavy
traffic, bustling downtown and
beautiful Morehead State
University.
Here, travelers will do well to
stop for a moment to see the
Rowan County courthouse and
read its historical markers.
Soon the historic old edifice will
be razed and a new county-city
structure will be built.
Following Kentucky Route
32, across country from
Morehead, motorists can enjoy
the spectacular mountain vistas
of the Daniel Boone National
Forest. They can visit Sandy
Hook county seat of Elliott
County, and continue on to
Louisa and Lawrence County
with its Big Sand River.
Tourists can follow Kentucky
Route Seven into Morgan

County where the county's
sesquicentennial is being
celebrated, and, in West
Liberty, change to U.S. 460
leading to Index. They can take
Kentucky 191 up Caney Valley
to Cannel City and onto the
Mountain Parkway again
This great loop drive can be
an all-day or an afternoon
event. It is a trip through
country, country filled with
pioneer history and endowed by
nature with magnificence and
grandeur. In autumn, it is as if a
giant hand had waved over the
land, spilling molten color
flecked with gold from a
gleaming silver pail.
Squatterville
MANILA 11.11)11 — There
are 1.3 million squatters in the

Greater Manila area. says a
study released by The
Economic
Development
Foundation EDFI. The EDF
said the projection is that by
1980 one our of every two
persons in the metropolitan
area will be either a squatter or
slum dweller.
Billboards in the sky
NEW ORLEANS ItiPlI —
A Louisiana advertising firm is
planning to spread "billboard
advertising" to the skies with a
single-engine Cessna and the
world's largest neon sign. The
Airborne Advertising Co. is
planning a fleet of the planes
carrying signs 12 feet high. 40
feet long, and 900 feet of neon
tubing.
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Drug fighter
tells how to
help addict
By

LEXINGTON, KY.—Many
Kentucky cattlemen who are
selling their calves at weights of
400 pounds or less could make
extra money by feeding these
calves to heavier weights.
"Even though prices are real
high for these lightweight
calves, the farmer who puts on
the extra pounds is likely to
come out ahead," says Nelson
There, he applied to a drug Gay, Extension beef cattle
treatment center, but was told specialist at the University of
there would be a waiting period Kentucky
College
of
of several months. He resumed Agriculture.
using heroin, committed a
Gay says there is a steady
robbery to finance his habit.
His letter was written from a demand from commercial
for
operators
prison. He was beginning a 12- feedlot
year term.
"backgrounded" cattle, or
"If only I could have been cattle which are ready to be
treated, I wouldn't have to finished in the feedlot to
spend my 20s in the pen," he slaughter weights. These
wrote to Alexander.
feedlot operators are generally
There are an estimated half looking for cattle weighing
million heroin addicts in the around 700-800 pounds.
United States today. In the past
"Beef cattle make their
three veers, Alexander has
treated TOO, and he says 80 per cheapest and most efficient
cent of the treatments have gains between about 350 and 750
been successful.
pounds," notes the UK
"I define that as people who specialist. "That is when feed
are able to carry on normal costs are lowest."
activities with normal family
Raising calves to heavier
lives," Alexander says.
weights offers good profit
He and his sister, Sandy, a
possibilities for the man with
freelance writer, have written a
book called "How to Kick the
good feed and some managerial
Habit," which includes suitable
ability, according to the UK
diets for addicts and advice on
beef specialist. "High quality
how to seek treatment.
feed is important," he says.
Alexander says it is "ab-, 'Roughage alone is not
solutely impossible and useless
adequate. If a farmer has hay,
to try to treat anyone who
he will need to add some grain.
doesn't want to be treated" for
If he has whole plant corn
drug addiction.
"They have to be motivated
to come in and to stay away
from their old friends," he says
He recommends that those
who want help see their family
physletarne- ar -seek a drug
treatment clink% He says such
clinics are required by law to
keep records of their patients.
but will not turn over the information to authorities
without a court order.
CHICAGO—Ten years of
At his clinic, Alexander uses upward sales trends of nine
Methadone "as a mechanical rnaior appliances are shown in
device to stop the craving
to promote a feeling of well- the mid-1972 edition of Major
Appliance Indicators published
being."
He is a firm believer in by the Association of Home
Methadone.
Appliance Manufacturers, the
"There had been a lot of national trade association of the
criticism of Methadone," he appliance industry.
says, "but my patients say it
1971
Shipments
in
helps them. Even if it is addictive, how much better for totalled 28,400,000 units comthem to be addicted to it than pared to 15,193,000 a decade
roaming the streets. looking. for ago. Manufacturers' forcasts
a connection, arrested. They indicate 1972 and 1973 shipare functioning as normal ments will exceed 30 milkion
human beings on Methadone.'
units for the first time in the
He said a heroin habit costs history of the industry.
The chart also compares
from $40 to $200 a day, and
usually is financed through monthly shipments with two
criminal activities. Two dollars previous years
and gives
will buy enough Methadone to comparisons with the averages
keep most addicts functioning for corresponding months in the
and on their jobs for four days.
"The oldest way of with- previous three years.
It shows shipments were
drawing is cold turkey,"
Alexander said, "and many ahead of the -corresponding
places still believe in it. But the month of the previous yearin 10
percentage of cures hasn't of the 12 months between
improved from the three per
July 1972.
cent it has always been, and August, 1971, and
most people lack the physical May, 1972, was the best single
and moral stamina to go month in the history of the industry with 2,914,000 appliance
through that torture.
shipments.
"Most
addicts
won't
Record 1971 shipments were
voluntarily cold turkey twice.
reported for food waste
They'd rather go to jail.
"And the most important disposers, electric ranges, food
thing is to find them a job or get freezers, dishwashers, washers
them back in school.
and clothes dryers.
"There's no universal panacea.
The AHAM study also shows
We need more education, refrigerator shipments are
particularly by those who have
approaching the six million
learned the hard way. We need
to get the big pushers, and we level for the first tije since the
need to set up far more
post-World War II buying boom.
treatment and counseling
The 1971 total was 5,691,000
centers so addicts won't have to
units compared to 3,775,000 a
wait months to get help."
decade earlier.
KATHLEEN NEUMEYER
LOS ANGELES WPII —
Clifton J. Alexander received a
letter recently from a former
patient.
Dr. Alexander had been
treating the man for drug
addiction at his Tucson, Ariz.,
but for romantic reasons,
the man decided to leave the
state.
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silage, he will also need to feed
some protein supplement, but
not too much grain."
Buying lightweight calves
and keeping them until they are
ready for the finishing lot is also
a possibility for the farmer with
feed. One way to increase the
profit margin is to take advantage of the management
mistakes of others, says Gay.
Bull calves and calves with
horns or defects such as pinkeys
may sell for low prices although
they have good gaining
potential. By upgrading these
calves through castration,
dehorning and vaccination, a
farmer can considerably increase the value of the cattle.
To illustrate the potential
profits in feeding lightweight
calves to heavier weights, Gay
uses the following example. A
300-pound calf selling at 53 cents
is worth $159. By feeding the
calf 240 days until it reaches 700
pounds and selling it at 40 cents
the calf is worth $280, an increase of $121. Gay figures feed
costs at about 28 cents per day
for the calf and total costs at 35
cents per day, for a total cost of
$84 for the 240 days. This leaves
a profit of $37 for the
"backgrounding- period.
The UK cattle expert emphasizes that feeding lightweight calves requires careful
management. "These lightweight calves are susceptible to
disease, so a good health
program
including
the
assistance of a verterinarian is
advisable," he says. "The
calves should also be provided
some kind of adequate shelter."
Itorder to make money, it is
also necessary to have enough
calves and put enough weight on
them to justify the expenses of
time, equipment, and feed
storage and handling costs,
adds Gay.
"The man who can take care
to these calves and has the feed
for them should be able to make
some money," the UK specialist
concludes.
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NIJINSKY. By Richard
Buckle. Simon and Schuster
482 Pages. $12.50.
This well researched and
brilliantly written book on the
history of the Russian Ballet is
particularly welcome because
we have had so many mediocre
or highly subjective books on
this subject.
The Russian Ballet was not
just a ballet company; it was an
era. A score of great artists
from all fields worked for the
company. which was organized
by Russian art connoisseur Sergei Diaghilev. They include
Igor Stravinsky. Claude Debussy, Pablo Picasso, Jean Cocteau. Michel Fokine, Leonide
Massine, George Balanchine
and Marie Rambert. Together,
they turned into an art form the
ballet which had been little
more than athleticism.
Vaslav Nijinsky, whose name
is the title of this book, was its
brightest star. He was also the
reason why Diaghilev kept the
company going despite its financial and other troubles.
Diaghilev loved him. So the history of the ballet company,
which gave its performances
mainly in Europe in the early
part of this century, is inevitably the biography of the dancer.
Nijinsky, a graduate of the
Imperial School of Ballet in Petersburg, was a short and
stocky youth with slanted eyes
whose ability to jump defied the
law of gravity. Described by
enchanted critics variously as
''savage." "devil," "stallion.'
"cat," "snake," "hare" and
"panther," he was the first
male dancer to show the world
that- a male can do a lot more
than support a batter**, and...
that he can be a star in his own
right.
Nijinsky's life is dramatic
enough to be one of the Russian
Ballet's creations. All the elements are there: a genius who
goes insane after a short and
brilliant career (Nijinsky (, a
society girl who goes doggedly
after him, succeeds in marrying him at the height of his
career, and later struggles to
survive in a war-torn Europe
with the genius who has become
insane ( Romola Nijinsky I, a
jealous impresario who loves
the genius but kicks him out of
the company when the genius
gets married (Diaghilev; and
a score of beautiful people who
surround them.

The birth rate in Venezuela
is 44.2 per 1,000; death rate
6.7 per 1,000.
The Michigan coast line
measures 3,288 miles, rivaled
only by Alaska.
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Njinsky:
Life Like
A Scenario .
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U.S.
SENATOR
AS MAJORITY LEADER IN THE 1972 SESSION OF THE
STATE SENATE, HERE IS THE OFFICIAL VOTING RECORD
OF DEE H(JODLESTON ON YOUR TAXES. ON EVERY ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING BILLS HE VOTED TO:
1. INCREASE YOUR GASOLINE TAX BY 29 PERCENT.
(HB 336)
2. INCREASE YOUR BUSINESS TAX BY 35 PERCENT
3371
3. PUT ON A NEW 30-CENT PER TON PRODUCTION TAX
ON COAL (HB 3371
4 INCREASE BY 45 PERCENT THE COLLEGE TUITION
FOR YOUR CHILDREN (MB 335) P5_ INCREASE AUTOMOBILE USAGE TAX BY 11 PER
CENT (HI3 3941
6.- PUT A TAX ON AUTOMOBILE RENTALS (SB 147)
7. TRIPLED THE TAX ON CIRCUIT COURT ACTION,(MB
403)
B. INCREASED BY 40 PER4NT THE TAX ON STATE
COURT OF APPEALS ACTIONS (MB 403)
9.
INCREASED THE JEFFERSON COUNTY OC
CUPATIONAL TAX IHB 418)
10 INCREASED BOAT REGISTRATION COST (SO 72/
11, INCREASED INTEREST RATES FOR INDUSTRIAL
LOAN COMPANIES (HR 2361
12
INCREASED INTEREST RATES ON ONE-FAMILY
HOMES. (SB 2311
13 INCREASED THE ASSESSMENT FEE ON MILK &
DAIRY PRODUCTS (HB 3441
14 PUT A TAX ON YOUR WATER BILL II'fB 3381
15 AND VOTED To KEEP THE TAX ON FOOD UNTIL
OCTOBER, 1972. (MB 337)
(Each one of the abOiie Huddleston votes can be checked in
the Official printed Journal of the Kentucky Senate 1
REMEMBER
WHEN
HE
MANAGED
THE
PRESENT
GOVERNOR'S CAMPAIGN AND CLAIMED TO BE A PROVEN
TAX CUTTER?
DO YOU WANT A MAN WITH THIS KIND OF RECORD
VOTING ON YOUR TAX BILLS IN WASHINGTON?

VOTE FOR LOUIE
NOVEMBER 71ti

8

N

MN

FOR

U.S. SENAT.OR

•

1111
Calloway County Committee for Nixon-Nunn-•E. W. Riley, Tree!.
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IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
NOTICE

WANT-ADS
AUCTION SALE

NOTICE

AUCTION

N -O-T-I-C-E!!

Sat., Nov. 4-100 p.m.

We now have a Curtis Mathes
trained technician, the only one
we've had in our service department
that is factory trained.

53 ACRE FARM
Location: 0.7 mile East of Murray at junction of
Highway 94 and McCuiston Road,
ALL FERTILE BOTTOM LAND
Terms: 15% down day of sale, balance upon
delivery of deed within 30 days.
Possession: With Deed
Owner - Halford R. Rhodes

We Have Two Qualified Technicians
To Serve You Better!
We are the only service department
that has genuine Curtis Mathis parts.

We Service All Brands of TVs
and Stereos

753-8382
Realtor

TV SER
VICE CENTER
Central Shoppin Center

Auctioneer

g
Phone 753-5865

• FOR A Subscription to the ATTENTION HUNTERS AND
Paducah Sun Democrat. Call Trappers: At the late Mark
Cortez Byers. phone 753-6354. N4C Neal's estate auction I bought his
fur handling equipment and I will
.be buy•ing all kinds of legally
Help make America the
caught furs at my twiiii-Ort Highwonderful country it can
way 641 three miles south of
Murray.
* Vote For *
I would appreciate a letter
from you who plan to hunt or trap
Most of you will be new
customers as it has been a long
and
time since I bought furs.
Douglas Shoemaker, phone 7533375, Murray,Ky.
N3C
On November 7

George McGovern
Sergant Shriver
Jane Shoemaker

SAT/SAY l'OW NEEDS"

Sell
Household
Goods

Turn
Castoffs
Into

Cash

AUCTION SALE

John Randolph Realty
and Auction Co.

THURSDAY-NOVEMBER 2, 1972

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

SERVICES OFFERED

753641916

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back 1 ACRE LOT, with water, septic
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp tank and light pole already in
753-5933.
TFC ground. Gravel driveway. Phone
435-5715.
N4C
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
SERVICES OFFERED

60 ACRE FARM with 5 room
brick house, 8 miles south of
Murray, on Highway 121. Day
phone 753-1443, after 5 p.m. 4365489.
TFC

TUNING -RepairPIANO
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- HAULING DONE anytime.
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt Garbage in county. Will haul
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, bundled newspapers from your
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- home. J.D. Pace. Phone 753NI4C
8911.
November21C 7450.
EELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, nhone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street. "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
way."
TFC
WILL DO any type of carpenter
work, small or large jobs. Free
estimate. Phone 7537955.
November6NC
TAYLOR SEED Co. is open for
custom cleaning of Lespedeza
seed. P.O. Box 657. Phone 7535742.
N8C

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC

Real Estate For Sale
3-Bedroom Brick
Carpeted Living room,
den, 2 baths, kitchen
with built-ins, carport.
utility room, outside
storage building. Air
Conditioned. On Covey
Dri'e.

Phone 753-8126

isMALLWORLDELECTRONICS
RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES & SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN CB 8. CAR

LOST & FOUND

TWO FARMS 14 and 38 acres by
owner. Property locate Northwest of Kirksey. Call after 5
p.m.,753-1497.
N5C

Real Estate
For Sale

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, 16 SPACE BOARD of health
approved trailer park. Two miles
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC
east of Murray, Good investments at $13,000. Phone 7533648 or 753-6202.
N14C
307 N. 4th 753-6091

FIVE ROOM house with
bath, within city limits.
Fully carpeted, storm
windows, electric heat. A
nice 14'x18' block outbuilding with water and
seiierage hookup. A big
garden spot. Only $9,800.00.
Phone 753-6734 days or 7531903 nights.

NEW THREE bedroom brick, on
150 x 200 lot, one mile southwest BY OWNER
; four bedroom'r
of Coldwater on blacktop road. ,home, with
large den, large
Priced at $15,800. If interested private patio,
large utility rpoin,
call 489-2110.
N8P maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
APPROXIMATELY 154 acres and Middle Schools.
Priced to
near Buchanan, Tenn. Priced at sell. Bank loan
available to right
$75 per acre. If interested call person. Phone 753-1822
days, or
489-2110.
NBP 753-6342 nights.
Tfc

LOST MALE Siamese cat, GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
Kirksey area. Answers to the Installation or rework. No job too
name of Jasper. Childs pet, 489- big or too small. Call for estimate
2316.
HELP WANTED
November 27P
N2C 436-2159, Jim.
AUCTION
SALE, Friday,
November 3rd at 7:00 p.m. at the
BYARS CONSTRUCTION.-C4..Bartell
-Grocery_ _in_ .C.sddwater,
needs carpenters and carpenter Kentucky. Folks, this will be a
58 ACRE FARM w1th40 acresilettatite Ian , approxirftately -helpers full time. Phone 492-8383, gaei sale of ariny surplus goods.
miles from Murray. Has 1,000 ft. of blacktop frOntage on the
after 5:00 p.111. phone 492d:•di
I
Tools, surplus grocery stock,
approximately 5 miles South of Murray.. Owner
south side and 1,500 ft. of frontage on a good gravel road on
E1390.
N7P antique items and odds and ends.
will furnish
the
water
supply and finance the lots himself with a very
the west side.
ould not itemize and describe
small downpayment.
SECRETARY, good typist, each item for Mr. Bazzell
and I
CHOICE OF TWO OUTSTANDING residential building sites.
shorthand desired,. permanent don't know what all there will be
Both lots are in one of the nicest sections of Murray and both
position, local firm. Send resume for sale. There will be pants,
FIVE ROOM FRAME HOUSE recently paneled,
on State
have an abundance of trees.
to Box 32-A, Murray,Ky.
N3C shirts, coats, jackets, socks,
- line Road just west of Hazel. Has a one acre
lot with several
•
fruit trees.
shoes, combat boots, over shoes,
IMMACULATE TWO BEDROOM BRICK home on South 15th
Need a quick breakfast, EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS, boots, leather gloves, tarpaulins,
Street. Has a living room, family room, kitchen with dining
lunch or supper? Try our
afternoon shift, must be neat, large insulated covers, rain
140'x198' WOODED LOT near the Cherry
Corner Baptist
space, bath, utility room and lots of closet space. Includes
country ham on a biscuit, efficient and able to work coats,
Church.
duffle bags, mess kits,
such extras as wall to wall carpeting, kitchen range, air
2.5 cents each. But only 1 or weekends. Apply in person scout knives, ice chests, tools of
conditioner and draperies.
take'cm out by the sackC'nlonial House Smorgasbord. TF all kinds, items of furniture,
DEVELOPMENT ACREAGE - Six acres of land
with plenty
fuls- TRIANGLE INN C
of frontage on US-64I just South of the Kentucky
antique items such as kettles,
-Tennessee
BRAND NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK home in Puryear
border.
jars and jugs and much more.
Heights, Tennessee. Has 1"2 ceramic baths, built-in range.
BABY SITTER in my home or
Sale conducted by Otto Chesyer,
George McGovern, -Dee- yours. Phone 763-2977.
oven and hood in the kitchen, family room, carport, utility
N3C Auction
RENTAL. APARTMENTS, MOBILE HOMES
Service. For information
Huddleston, Frank
Albert
AND a 4room, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air, 100'x212'
bedroom
house provide enough rental income to produce
435-4042,
call
Lynn
Grove,
Ky.,
or
Stubblefield.
Trust
the MATURE PERSON with at least
a 22
lot.
percent return on the listed price of the
345-2385. Otto Chester, AucDemocrats because you can.
property located on
2 years experience in piece tioneer, Dan
Hwy.
121,
just
1
mile Southeast of Murray. A large portion of
Miller, Apprentice.
Don Nanny
N2C goods. Apply in person to Big K.
OLDER TWO-STORY FRAME HOUSE in remarkably good
the purchase price can be financed by the
It pays to s sell the Chester
owner.
condition. Has a basement with a gas furnace and a shower
Fringe benefits.
N2C Way.
N2C
bath, living room with fireplace, dining room, kitchen with
PRE-FAB STEEI,SHOP BUILDING with 3
• 'Wild
deluxe offices,
additional dining space, utility room, full bath on the main
2 baths, wall to wall carpeting, a spacious lobby,
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
2 acres of
floor, "2 bath on the second floor. One bedroom on the main
Raspberry"
WANTED
land,a good well and blacktop frontage on two
November 4th at 10:00 a.m. at the
sides. The size
floor and two more upstairs. A real good house for a low
Day Car Hostess
of
the
building
can
be increased considerably at slight exlate Bun SMITH HOME PLACE
OPEMNG
price.
Apply •in-Persorrto
pense.
IN eoldwates, Kentucky. Folks
SOON!
K & N ROOT BEER
this is a nice auction with lots of
PRACTICALLY NEVTTHREE BEDROOM BRICK home in
L50•x200' WOODED LOT at the intersection of Hwy,.
4th and Sycamore
furniture and antique collectors
94 and
Lynnwood Estates. Has hardwood floors, central heat and
Johnny Robertson Road.
items.
This
will
just
be
partial
a
LADIES SUEDE boots, also just
air, large ceramic bath, sliding glass doors from the family
received a large shipment of PERSON EXPERIENCED with listing. Living room suite,
room, kitchen built-ins, one car garage,outside storage shed.
SMALL TRACTS OF LAND ranging from 1 acre
to 10 acres
ladies suede dress shoes with sewing machine. Apply at Ver- beautiful cedar bedroom suite.
are available near the Henry-Calloway Recreati
odd
beds
of
kinds,
all
cedar
on Club.
purses to match. All famous non's Shoe Service, 607 S. 4th
EXTRA LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME in Canterbury
chest, rockers, bookshelf, T.V.
name brands. Shoes all colors. Murray. Call 753-9885.
Estates.
The
main
floor has a large foyer, living room, dining
N4C
VERY ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM BRICK
and antenna, gas heater, nice
home at 516
Also little girls slippers in multiroom, kitchen with built-ins, family room with fireplace,
South Ilth Street. Has hardwood floors and
electric
stove,
late
model
carpeting, cencolors at the Lynnville Shoe EXECUTIVE DEVLOPMENT
powder room and a utility room. Beautiful open staircase
tral air conditioning, built-in range, oven
and hood, dishStore.
leads to the 4 bedrooms and 2 large ceramic baths. Includes
N3C Progrom. 75 year old company Frigidaire refrigerator, oak wash
washer and disposal, 2 baths, carport, utility
stand
and
dresser,
trunks,
kitroom and a
such extras as front porch, patio at the rear, central heat and
will hire 3 college men for the
large
storage room that could be utilized as a 4th
chen cabinets and wardrobe,
bedroom.
air, wall to wall carpeting, range, oven and hood, dishExecutive
Development
Also has a 14'x30' outside storage building
with a concrete
Ky. Lake Catfish
washer, disposal, two-car garage.
Program in the Murray area. All sewing machine, old books, lots
floor.
of dishes and glasses. Many
Steaks - Whole Fish
expense paid Home Office
Fresh Frcrzen
85 ACRE CATTLE FARM on Highway 614, approximately 9
training to start in November collectors items. Also 1964
128'x256' LOT ON Hwy. 121, three miles
Wrapped for your freezer
Southeast of Murray.
miles from Murray. 45 acres of open land sowed down, 4-stall
with combined 2 year field Chevrolet,4 dr., V-8, 18,000 actual
Has a private water system.
miles,
one
owner.
For
instock barn, well, some new woven wire fences, pond and
Ph. 474--2743 Closed Sun.
assistant. Income up to $13,000
running water the year around. Less than $200 per acre.
second year. For further in- formation call 435-4042, Lynn
PARTIALLY COMPLETED 2-BEDROOM
Grove, Ky., or 489-2595. Otto
frame cottage
near the lake, in pine Bluff Shores
TOUR OF GREECE and Holy formation write EDP, P.O. Box Chester, Auctioneer, Dan Miller,
Subdivision. Has
WOODED
LOT,
902,
148'x600',
Sikeston,
Mo.
63801.
near
the
ITC
Sinking
Spring
provisions for a fireplace and kitchen
Baptist
Land, Dec, 26-Jan: 4,. Last call
Apprentice. It pays to sell the
built-ins.
Church. Also has a good well.
enrollment deadline Nov. 10. All
N2C
HELP WANTED at Taylor Seed Chester Way.
details arranged by Wholesale
Co. Apply in person. Phone 753LARGE TWO-STORY HOME on Hughes Avenue at
40 ACRE FARM with a 2-bedroom
the
Tours International and Tour
frame home in fair con5742.
corner of 14th Street. Has a full basement, living room with a
N4C
dition. Located a short distance from
Hosts, Wendall H. Rohe and
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, Nov.
the Faxon School.
fireplace, kitchen, dining room, 2 baths and 3 bedrooms
Approximately 30 acres of land tillable.
Jerrell White. Call 753-5750 for
,
I am now available for leaf 4, 10:00 a.m, rain or shine in
central gas heat, air conditioning units in the windows. At
the
information and free
raking. Call Ruby Nichols, 753- Hazel, Kentucky, behind Hazal
rear of the property is another building that has 6 rental units
MOBILE HOME LOTS on Blood River
brochure.
bank at Mrs. Zilphia Cook's
N3C 8630.
Church Road, adN8C
students.
for college
jacent to Keniana Shores Subdivisi
home.
on. All .have a water
supply and some already have septic
This is an unusually clean sale
tanks
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a 4L2 acre tract, 2 miles
SPECIAL
will finance 95 percent of the purchase installed. Owner
with good 3 piece bedroom suites,
FOR RENT
price at 6 percent
Southeas
sandwich
Hot roast beef
t of Murray on Hwy. 121. The house has a built-in
interest.
living and dining room suites,
range, double oven, hood, dishwasher, enclosed back porch,
ith %hipped potatoes and
TWO-BEDROOM house, located breakfast set, 2 refrigerators,
separate garage, city water, 455 ft frontage on the highway,
beef gravy. 99 cents.
412 N. 4th St. Phone 753-3829. N4P apartment size stove, TV., nice
Here or Go. A
several large trees on the property,
COMPLETELY REMODELED 4
rugs I practically new), electric
,A Inn
-room house with
7534953
aluminum siding. Interior has
UNFlIINISHED HOUSE at 108 and other lamps, fans and
paneling and wall to wall
BRAND NEW SHAG CARPETING throughout in the 3carpeting. Located about 1 mile North
South 12th Street. Inquire at heaters, platform rocker, other
of Hazel on Dr. Mason
bedroom brick home at 1502 Henry Street. This place has a
Road.
Rowland Refrigeration or phone chairs, old dresser,
quilts.
If You
large living room, kitchen-dining room, bath, utility room,
753-2825.
N4C Plankets, picture frames, shoe
carport, attic storage, kitchen range, air condition
SMAI.I, BUSINESS FOR SALE
er and
last, cast iron, baby pen dishes
in the city limits of Murray.
draperies.
For $15,000 the owner will include
and
cooking
utensils,
bric
THREE
a
brac
BEDRO
the property, stock, fixOM
house,
Phone_
tures and equipment and will work
miscellaneous items.
electric heat and air conditioner. and
with the new owners
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION CAN BE HAD on the three
during a training period.
Furnished or unfurnished. Couple Douglas Shoemaker associate
bedroom brick home at 1615 Locust Drive. It has a carpeted
Auction
preferred. Available Nov. 15th. Shoemaker
and
living room. U2 baths, family room, utility room, kitchen
Before 5:00 p.m.
NEAP DOWNTON MURRAY - A three
bedroom brick home
No dogs. Call 753-6388 or 753-2743, I.ivestock Co. in charge of
with disposal, kitchen range, refrigerator and hood.
With 1'2 baths, wall to wall carpeting,
Of
sale.
after 6.
kitchen range,
N3C
N4P
disposal and a full basement. The two
story floor plan inGOOD FRAME DUPI.EX house at 506 Pine Street. Has new
cludes a living room, kitchen-dining area,
bath and one
FURNISHED THREE bedroom
carpeting and vinyl throughout and a new gas floor
bedroom on the main floor: two bedrooms
furnace.
and the half-bath
Between 6:00 p.m.
home. 10 miles South of Murray. AUCTION SALE on Hwy. 641, 3
A good home or i.,00d rental property
are located on the second floor.
Immediate possession.
Call F`uryear, 1-961-247-5353 for miles N. Paris. Every Friday
7:00 p.m. In The appointm
ent. Must furnish night. This week we have a lot of
Evening
references.
N8P good furniture and apHiances.
If you know your route
Also old merchandise. French
buy's number, please call
TWO BEDROOM house, car- beds, wardrobe, glass and dishes.
him first If you get no
peted, electric heat, washer and Lots more. Shorty McBride 247,
results then cal! Jahn
dryer connections, with stove if J. E. Travis 278.
Pasco , Jr at the above
needed, has outside storage. $80.
number during the hours
per month, 307 N. 5th St. Call
listed
Calvert City, 395-7478.
PEST CONTROL
N4C

Miss Your Paper
753-1916

753-7278

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List
With Us!

Rent
Your
Apartment

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.

George McGovern, • Dee
-';
Huddleston, Frank
Albert
Stebblefield. Democrats for the
people.
Ann Kelly Dodson
N2(

AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
TWtt BEDWX31.114, -furnished or 415,00..aix motitt_couarantee.
unfurnished apartment, central monthly con4racr7equirell.
heat and air. Good location. Superior Exterminating ComAvailable October I. Phone 753- pony, phone 7534331.
TFC 7266.
December5C

4th & Maple Streets
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946;

Home Phones:

Call
753-191!

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

16 SPACE, board og health
trailer park. Two miles east of
Murray. Good investments at
$13,000. Phone 753-3648 or 7536202.
N13C

...dadIdewria
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Phone 753-7333

Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY
AND TENNESSEE -

FOR RENT

BEAUTIFUL APAF
unfurnished. 2 bedroo
room, kitchen, utili
Carpeted, air-conditio
washer, refrigerato
garbage disposal. Pho
or 753-3865,
THREE BEDROOM
rent 507 Whitnell A
month with COO secur
Phone 436-5580.
PRIVATE TRAILE •
water furnished a
building, that can
garage or clean up sh
5506.
HOUSE, THREE
bath, screened in
Call between 7 am.
Hoyt Cleaver, Sr., Ro
753-1779.

FOR R
Modern Office S
sq. ft.-first fl
heating, air,
furnished, par
If interested
Western
Dark
Tobacco G
Association, T
Building, 206-2
Street, Murray,
Tels. 753-3341
NICE APARTM
bedroom furnish bedroom unfurn
garbage disposa
ditjoning and carpe
5079 or 753-7861.

FOUR BEDROO
rooms, gas heat,
Available Novem
5074.
THREE BEDROO
and refrigerator
miles out. 6125 a
492-8385.
TWO BEDROO
furnished. Call
753-4518.
FURNISHED H•
girls, one block f
Available Nove
753-4974.
FURNISHED
-wall!to wall
conditioned, util
One block Ira
campus. Coupl
,May be seen at 1
EXTRA NICE
color TV,air
heat. $100.00 pe
required. Phone
12'x50' TRAILE
Phone 753-7856.
FURNISHED
,living room, k
with shower and
bedrionis. Zin
mcnts, South
6609.
CLEAN ALL el
x 40 trailer. $45.
489-2595.
TWO BEDR•
electric heat.
Avenue. $70.00
442-0016.
GARAGE
Furnished
Couples. No
Phone 753-7846
OLD 4 room h
heat, 1 mile
Phone 753-347
MU

ano
See why
Wurlitzer
piano. Sa
purchase.
studios. J
Murray, K

MUM
Prof essio
Piano, Of
accordion,
instrumen
Center, .
7575.

E _
outside of
not over 10

BER ?, 1972
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R SALE
d 38 acres by
locate NorCall after 5
N5C
d ug health
miles east of
vestments at
-3648 or 753N13C

state
ale
house with
city limits.
ed, storm
tric heat. A
block outwater and
kup. A big
nly $9,800.00.
days or 753-

four bedroom'
ge den, large
rge utility room,
s, dishwasher,
I. Close to Carter
ools. Priced to
vailable to right
53-1822 days, or
TFC

will furnish
with a very

led, on State
t with several

orner Baptist

nd with plenty
cky-Tennessee
,S AND a 4to produce a 22
rty located on
arge portion of
er.
deluxe offices,
bby, 2 acres of
sides. The size
ly at slight ex-

of Hwy,. 94 and

acre to 10 acres
reation Club.
K home at 516
carpeting, cenand hood, dishlity room and a
a 4th bedroom.
with a concrete

east of Murray.

frame cottage
'ubdivision. Has
t-ins.

home in fair cone Faxon School.
'hurch Road, ad
11 . have a water
installed. Owner
rice at G Percent

In house with
and wall to wall
azel on Dr. Mason
limits of Murray.
operty, stock, fixh the new owners
• room brick home
, kitchen range,
aory floor plan inrea, bath and one
is and the half-bath
iate possession

e 753-7333
n, 753-3744

FOR RENT

FOR

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT,
unfurnished. 2 bedroom, living
room, kitchen, utility, bath.
Carpeted, air-conditioned, dishwasher, refrigerator, stove,
garbage disposal. Phone 753-4974
or 753-3865.
N7C
THREE BEDROOM house for
rent 507 Whitnell Ave. $140 a
month with $100 security deposit.
Phone 436-5580.
N6C
PRIVATE TRAILER lot with
water furnished also large
building, that can be used for
garage or clean up shop. 436N2C
5506.
HOUSE, THREE rooms and
bath, screened in back porch.
Call between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Hoyt Cleaver, Sr., Route 1, Almo,
753-1779.
TFC

FOR RENT
Modern Office Space---524
sq. ft.-first floor, central
heating, air, utilities
furnished, parking space.
11 interested contact
Western Dark
Fired
Tobacco Growers
Association, Tobacco,
Building, 206-208 Maple
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Tels. 7534341-3342.

AI.E

FOR SALE

CALL

READ

About Our
Aluminum Plates

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AREFULLY
For Sale

The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

Auction

MR.FREE2Y
IC

GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies
for sale. AKC registered call 7539427.
N7P

matt-hi P
11-etAteff--ANDNICE APARTMENTS, one chairs. Brown vinyl, fair conbedroom furnished and two dition. $75.00 r6r set. Phone 753bedroom unfurnished, with 5906or 753-8777.
N3P
garbage disposal, air con
ditioning and carpeting. Call 7535079 or 753-7861.
N2C TV ANTENNA, big jack, good
N3('
condition. Phone 753-0205.
GAS STOVE 36" with divided
burners and 20" oven, $50. Also
World Scope Encyclopedia, 12
volume, 1959 edition, $35. Phone
753-5268 after 2 p.m.
N3C

CREAM

3 Bedrooms, Living Room, Kitchen,
Dining Room, Den, Basement, 2
Fireplaces, Double Carport.
c000i‘ Road

UNCLE WILLIES Trading Post,
311 miles So. of Murray 641, just
off Tobacco Rd. has for sale,
grandfather clock, role-top desk,
secretary desk with claw feet.
Walnut desk and chair, several
walnut and oak tables. Oak
reclining chair with claw feet.
Several pieces of depression
glass.
N3P
SLEMAR SIGNET Clarinet with
case. Excellent condition. Used
only 2 months.. $125.00 or best
offer buys. Phone 753-5207. N3C

FOUR BEDROOM house, large
rooms, gas heat, carpeted, nice.
Available November 15. Call 753N2C
. 5074.

FOR SALE

WATCH OUT
FOR
CHI LDREisl

Tract I
with house
Auction-53 acres
Sat. November 4, 1:00 p.m.
Fertile Bottom Land
Owner: Halford Rhodes

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Demonstrator

Read Carefully

Singer Touch & Sew
with large walnut cabinet with drawer space.
Machine is in top-notch condition. Cabinet slightly
damaged.
•

Complete Outfit-

Announcements Day of Sale
Take precedent over printed
matter

This is a rough sketch of two separate individuals' property which
is available for sale. The 53 Acre Farm will be Auctioned at 1:00
p.m. Nov. 4. The House pictured above is located on Tract I. Tract I
contains approximately 4 Acres. The house will not be sold at' ,
Auction. However this is a rare opportunity to buy an excellent
Brick House on good fertile land so near the city limits.

229

COMPARE AT TWICE THE MONEY
- ONLY ONE FOR SALE

MURRAY SINGER SEWING CENTER

John Randolph Realty & Auction Co.

Bel Air Shopping Center

THREE BEDROOM brick, stove
and refrigerator furnished, two
:TWO 5-gaited saddle horses, been
miles out. $125 a month. Phone 3 POINTER BIRD Dogs. One 4 VA LOANS,no down payment for shown successfully in society
N2C years old, one 2 years old and one qualified veteran. 12 years to horse 'shows past three years by
492-8385.
HURRY TO Bill's 12'x60', three USED BALDWIN Spinet piano. WARM-MORNING stove in good LARGE LOT of girls and misses
1 year old. Phone 498-8274 after OtaY. Drive on out almost to teenage girl. Well mannered. If bedroom 1972 new. One only at Used Baldwin organ, used condition. For further in- clothes, like brand new. Priced,
TWO BEDROOM house, un- 6:00 p.m.
N3P Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. you want to win, don't overlook $4,495.00. A lot full of other Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo formation, phone 753-299Z. N2C cheap. Also large Durotherrn oil
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
furnished. Call after 5 o'clock,
these horses. Phone 753-2645 afte selections. Also used 8' and 10'. Piano Company, across from
heater, gas circulating heater,
753-4518.
N2C AKC REGISTERED German Mobile Homes, 3900 South 5:30p.m.
N3C, Bill's Mobile Homes 3900 South Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
stove and refrigerator.
1969
electric
N3C
FORTY-TWO
foot
house
Shepherd puppies, seven weeks Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
boat, twin 185 h.p. engine, 6.5 KW Phone 435-4042 for information or
FURNISHED HOUSE for college old. Have been wormed. Call 753- 443-6150.
N4C 1966-850 FORD twin screw, 5 and Beltline Highway, Paducah,
N3C LARGEST VARIETY of pistols power plant. Heat and air, depth see Otto Chester at Lynn
Kentucky, 1443-6150.
girls, one block from University. 6897.
N3P
3 speed. 220 Cummins. One
in Kentucky. No increase in finder and other extras. Winter Grove.
BLACK WALNUT seedling, 2 to 3
Available November 1. Phone
owner. Can be seen at Midway
prices. Country Boy Stores, price $16,000. Phone 753-3648 or
ft. Silver maple shade trees, 12 to
753-4974.
TFC
Truck Stop on Hazel Highway. BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. Army Surplus, 9 miles from 753-6202.
N13C FARM WAGON, steel tongue,
.15 ft. Clump white birch 2 to 4
AUTOS FOR SALE
Would consider taking good car Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
rubber tires and factory axels.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
stems, Phone 75X8467.
N4C in on trade.
Piano Company, across from 117 and 164. Open Sunday until RCA 21 inch used color TV. Phone Phone 753-7217 or after 5:00 p.m.
NaNC
mall to wall ,carpeting, heat, air
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
N3C 4:00 p.m.
N2NC
N2C 753-8567.
N3C 753-8712.
conditioned, utilities furnished. 1966 OLDS, Delta 88, 4-door
brakes,
power
power
sedan,
One block from University
campus. Couples only no pets. steering, air, motor good, body
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC fair. I need smaller car. Price,
$575, or best offer. See at 802 N.
N4C
20th after 5 p.m.
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
BULLS or HEIFERS
Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile Home Additions
//
color TV,air conditioned, electric 1964 FORD Econoline van, good 6 No Foundation Required - Sizes 6x8' to 24x40'
From 1 Week to Weaning Age (/,
heat. $100.00 per month, deposit condition, good tires, paneled /
.
Completely Assembled includrng floors, Aluminum Sidewalk and Roof
required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC inside, may be seen at 1713 / For Further Information .
..
Calloway Ave. after 5 p.m.
floor joists, 16" apart mounted on 4x6 penta-treated skids
N2C
Priced reasonable.

) HOLSTEIN CALVES

(/

Phone 489-2161
.• -_,-. .-. ,"
_,----, x----7
---,-

1967 MALIBU CHEVELLE. For
FURNISHED APARTMENT, further information, 753-8005
N5C
living room, kitchen, bathroom after 5p.m.
with shower and bath. One or two")
bedrooms. Zimmerinan Apart- 1967 REBEL two door, power
merits, South 16th Street, 753- brakes and steering, radio and
6609.
November7C snow tires. Excellent condition.
Phone 753-8432. Call between 2
N7C
CLEAN ALL electric 2 bedroom 8 and 9 p.m.
x40 trailer. $45.00 per month. Call
489-2595,
N4C 1961 TRIUMPH. New paint two
new tires, wire wheels, $395.00.
Call 436-5570.
N2C
TWO BEDROOM, bath and
excellent
electric heat. Located 500 Ky. 1972 VOLKSWAGEN,
condition.
Phone
753-8335
or 753Phone
month.
Avenue. $70.00 per
N2C
N4P 8407.
442-0016.
GARAGE APARTMENT. 1961 FAIRLANE 500, radio,
Furnished or unfurnished. heater, automatic transmission,
Couples. No children or pets. runs good. $175. Call 753-0393. N3C
Phone 753-7846 or 753-1409. TFC
1962 OLDSMOBILE 4 door Delta
88,
local low mileage car. 436oil
bath,
with
honse
OLD 4 room
2427.
N3C
heat, 1 mile west of Mid-Way.
N4P
Phone 753-3477.
1967 OLDSMOBILE 98 Coupe,
new tires, mechanically perfect.
See at Sholar Auto Repair. Phone
753-1751 or after 5 p.m. call 4892481.
N4C
Pianos -Organs
See why more people buy
Wurlitzer than any other
piano. Sales-Service-Rental
purchase. Practice piano and
studios. J&B Music Center,
Murray, Ky. 753-7575.

After 5:00 p.m.
----1--__...-?./
-77-7-----N

Darnell Marine Sales

USED UPRIGHT Piano in need SPINET PIANO: May be seen in
of repair, priced cheap. Phone your area. Reliable persons interested in small balance and low
753-329,
N5C
payments may
write to
TWO PIECE Vinyl living r00111 Richardson Music Company,
1TP
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
suite. Cheap. 753-7824.
N2C
ARTS AND Crafts sale,
American
Legion
Hall,
November 4, nine a.m. to five
p.m. Handpainted tablecloths,
pillow cases, pictures, many
other items. All new merchandise. Excellent place for
Christmas shopping. Register for
free prizes to be given away, do
not have to be present to win. For
more information call Dorothy
Watkins 753-7502 or Donna Henry
436-5689, Artex Paint Demonstrators.
N2C
WHITF,„ELECTRIC range ,with
self-cleaning oven, only two
years old, $150. Girl's white
french provincial twin bed with
mattress and springs $80. Phone
753-8463 after 3:30 pail.
N2P

Good Used

. Color TVs
from $9995 up

TV SERVICE
CENTER
Central Shopping
Center
753-5865
NEW DOUBLE Wide mobile
home. Only $6,395.00. Financing
on spot. Plenty of other mobile
homes to choose from. Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.
443-6150.
N4C

1968 CHEVELLE SS 396. F D MODEL AlumaCraft 14' ADMIRAL TV., black and white.
Automatic, power steering and boat, priced reasonable, call 753- New
picture tube. Very
N2C reasonable. Phone 753-9827. N4C
N4C 7243.
brakes. Phone 753-6051.

1970 MONTE CARLO, low DELUXE 1970 popup camper
mileage. Good condition. Phone trailer, fully self-contained.
Lessons
N4C Priced reasonable. Seen by
753-4759.
Music
appointment only. Call 753Professional teachers of
6488.
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
N2C
accordion, drums and band
WANT
TO
BUY
Mutic
instruments. J & B
GOOD USEO- G.E. automatic
7S]
Center, , Murray, Ky
1575.
washer cheap. Phone 498.
WANT TO BUY old furniture, 8474.
•
N2P
attic junk, or anything of value.
RENT
Phone 436-2135,
WANTED TO.
Novernber21C
THIS spot that spot, traffic paths
iHREE BEDROOM house PORTA-CRIB, also couch or too, removed with Blue Lustre
outside of MurilikCifY IffnIM but couch-- aria- rilnlr,.._Leassmable. carpet shampoo. Big K, Belaire
not over 10 miles. 489-2670. N2C Phone 753-5620,
N3C Shoppiligrenter

Highway 94
Route 3 Murray, Ky.
Telephone 753-3734 or 753-5693
GARAGE SALE: Saturday, Nov.
4, 11:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Tiller,
electric appliances, 4 drawer
chest, baby crib and mattress,
pump organ, rugs, brick and
cement. No clothing! 1406 Vine
St. Phone 753-9371.
N4C
FOR SALE
TRAILER
8'x35', 1 bedroom, full bath
with shower, wall to wall
carpet, nice all electric
appliances with garbage
disposal, air condition,
wired for electric heat, nice
porch with
aluminum
awning.
LOUISE BILBREY
or see at 108 N. 7th St.
Phone 753-1257

1(170 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753TFC
1971 MCC OSSA Race bike with 3 8550.
bike trailer. Phone 753-5699.N4P

23 NICE 10 week old pigs. Call
N4P
753-5048.
DINETTE SET $30.00, Frigidaire
Range $100.00. Platform rocker
$10.00, couch, makes bed $45.00.
End tables, Early American bed
Phone 752-4091.
N4C
REGISTERED IJewelyn Setters
all white. Bee Creek Kennels.
CaI

FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL BLONDE
COCKER SPANIEL
PUPPIES
AKC Registered

1967 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE,
CUTE, CURLY, and loveable.
power brakes and steering, air
AKC poodle'puppies, 7 weeks old.
conditioned, good condition.
Call 753-5984, or • see at 1408
Also Frigidaire electric dryer.
_
N2P
Poplar..
N4C
Call 753-2350.

FYRING SIZE rabbits, good used
electric heaters also would like to
buy new red brick anyone has
left over from building. Call 435N2C
5855

KING'S
DEN
MEN'S FACTORY OUTLET
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
New Shipment

SUITS
$3995 to $6995
Compare at 175 to 1100

So. 12th Street
Phone 753-0550
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Mrs. Pierce
Passes Away
On Wednesday

Late Campaign Blitz 0f Nixon
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KENTUCKY

Miss Murray
State Contest
To Be Held

GOP Candidates Take
Swings At Democrats

Purchase Area
Hog Market
News
Federal State Market
1972
Service November 2,
Hog
Kentucky Purchase Area
9
Market Report Includes
Buying Stations
900
Receipts: Act. 578 Est.
Sows
Barrows and Gilts steady
steady
27.75-28.25
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.,
27.25-27.75
US 1-3 200-250 lbs.,
26.75-27.25
lbs.,
60
240-2
US 2-4
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 26.25-26.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 23.50-24.00
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 22.50-23.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 22.00-22.50
few down to 21.50
Boars 20.00-20.50
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